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Comment period ends

JYOTI NANDA, Staff Writer

After six weeks of meetings, discussions and often acrimonious debate, the public comment phase of
the task force reports ended at 5
p.m. last Friday, Apr. 15.
From lengthy concerns and overall objections to short specific comments, the responses will now go to
the Academic Planning Council
[APC] for integration and review.
"Most of the comments we received are opposed to the ,recommendations," said Garland Parten,
special assistant to the executive
vice chancellor. "There was an extremely large response from the
community for the Department of
Education. I've heard from all over,
elementary schools, school boards

supportive of education."
As chair of the APC, Parten will
be collating the responses for Acting Executive Vice Chancellor
Spencer Olin, who will then present
them to the APC.
Though the final tally of responses was still being counted,
according to Parten, they may exceed 400.
"I've gotten responses from both
departments and from schools.
Some go through all the recommendations, some address specific issues they have problems with,"
Parten said.
One of the committees which
responded to the task force proposals was the Academic Senate's
Committee on Education Policy
[CEP].

CEP Committee Chair David
Dooley expressed concerns about
all the issues but dealt specifically
with undergraduate and graduate
education.
"We responded to all recommendations which have to do with the
undergraduates. It's a lengthy report, 30 or more pages of material we
took very seriously," Dooley said.
The severity of the budget crisis, according to Dooley, necessitates action.
"Our response is that we appreciate the task force. We are going to
be working with less budgetary resources. We have to get our job
done with less resources," Dooley
said.
See TASK, page 7

Wayzgoose returns to UC/ with smiles

PEn:R KA.NG,NEWUNIVERS/71'

Alison Bemy has her face painted by Dotty the Clown at UC/' s Wayzgoose Festival. See story on page 5.

University of California, Irvine

Professor charged
with misconduct
JOHN

F. RONAN, Staf!Writer

UC! Assistant Professor of
Ecology and Evolutionary Biology Joseph L. Graves has been
placed on an indefinite adminisnative leave.
Graves currently faces a formal investigation by the UCI
Office of Affirmative Action.
Reached at home last Sunday, Graves said "I have no comment for this article. None whatsoever. Anything you want to
hear, talk to them, since they are
the ones investigating."
"His biological science
classes have been cancelled, but
his lab is still open, and he has
been placed on administrative
leave, pending an investigation
which has been initiated in response to complaints alleging
misconduct," Dean of Biological Sciences Ellie Ehrenfeld said.
Ehrenfeld said "some of the
complaints were from students"
but because they were made confidentially, she is unable to explain the number or severity of
the complaints.
"I am not at liberty to discuss
them," Ehrenfeld said, adding
that "university procedures are
being followed."
Ehrenfeld is unsure how long
the investigation will ta.lee.
"I assume it will be a matter
of weeks, but I have not received
any formal notification of that,"
she said.
"There are no results of the
investigation nor have any conclusions about any wrongdoing
been reached," Ehrenfeld said.
"The rights and expectations
of students are utmost, and the
rights and expectations of faculty must proceed according to

due process," Ehrenfeld said.
The cancelled class was, according to Ehrenfeld, "a small
satellite class, it is not a requirement for the major or for graduation."
She said the department will
assist any of the eight students
who need placement in another
class.
According to Ehrenfeld, the
issue has surfaced before.
"We have been made aware
of complaints," she said, but
added that "in the past he has
responded appropriately."
"There was no formal investigation last year, and there were
no conditions placed on his employment," Ehrenfeld said.
According to Director of Affirmative Action Marion
Metivier Redd, privacy restrictions do not allow her to confirm
or deny the existence of any
current investigation.
"The Office of Affinnative
Action does an investigation
simply to confirm or deny the
allegations.Depending upon the
finding, we report the investigation to the next appropriate level,
and in the case of faculty. that is
[the Academic Senate's committee on] Promotions and Tenure," Metivier Redd said.
Metivier Redd was emphatic
that confidentiality is vital to a
full and fair determination of
the allegations.
"1bisis an issue with an enormous amount of pain for everybody involved. Everybody in the
university needs to try to resolve this issue with fairness
and sensitivity. We are committed to do the right thing and we
should do it with the right process," Ehrenfeld said.

Vice Chancellor Anne Spence unexpectedly resigns
DAISY

CAIN, Staff Writer

Inan unexpected announcement
last Friday, Vice Chancellor of Academic Affairs M. Anne Spence
made public her decision to resign,
effective May 1.
"I have enjoyed my sojourn into
administration immensely, but I
now have a number of exciting opportunities to expand my work with
U CI' s outstanding genetics research
team," Spence said in a written statement.
According to Acting Executive
Vice Chancellor Spencer Olin,
Spence is resigning in order to pursue other avenues within the university.
"She intends to resume research
and teaching in the area of human
genetics on a full-time basis," Olin
said.
"I think she's served UCI well,"
Chancellor Laurei Wilkening said.

The position currently held by
Spence was specifically targeted in
therecentNon-AcademicandAcademic Planning Task Force reports,
whichmayhaveplayedapartinher
decision to step aside.
"The uncertainty regarding the
position of Vice Chancellor of Academic Programs has been taken into
consideration but was not the overwhelming consideration," Spence
said.
Wilkening refused to comment
on Spence's reasons for leaving,
saying only Spence herself could
provide the answers.
Appointedtoherpositionin 1992
by then Acting Chancellor L. Dennis Smith, Spence was responsible
for the development, evaluation and
coordination of academic plans and
policies for UCI.
She also oversaw the activities
of University Extension, the Department of Education, various in-

terdisciplinary programs and the
UCI Library.
"During the past two years, Dr.
Spence has coordinated eight academic programs which reach across
traditional boundaries at UCI," Olin
said.
Spence , who received her
bachelor's degree from Grinell College in Iowa and has a Ph.D. from
the University ofHawaii, first came
to UC in 1970 as an assistant professor in the Department of Psychiatry and Biomathematics at
UCLA.
Spence advanced to become associate dean of the UCLA Graduate
Division. She joined the UCI Department of Pediatrics in 1992.
According to a variety of sources,
Spence has run into opposition from
some school deans at UCI in the
past.
Spence will return to the UCI
College ofMedicine, where she will

resume her research as a
pediatric genetiCist.
"My interest is and always has been in human
genetics," Spence said.
As a genetics counselor,
Spence aided potential parents in discovering genetic
defects through the use of
prenatal genetics testing.
Spence thanked the staff
and colleagues she bas been
working with, saying they
"represent the very best of
UCI's commitment to education."
Wilkening expressed
optimism
regarding
Spence's decision.
"I wish her well. She's
obviously one of those
people who has various options to choose from,"
Wilkening commented. "I
know she'll do well."

Vice Chancellor M. Anne Spence.
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NEWS

Kiely receives Truman award
SUJATA

Monv, Staf!Writer

For the second time in two years,
a UCI student has been awarded the
prestigious Truman Scholarship.
Julia Kiely, 36, a returnillg student majoring in English and comparative literature, was honored the
$30,000 scholarship for her academic excellence and desire to pur- ·
sue a career in public service.
The scholarship will begin her
senior year and go through two to
three years of graduate study.
·According to the 1993 Truman
Scholarship Annual Report, the
Truman Foundation "provides ·financial support, encouragement and
advice to Truman scholars, preparill¥tbem for public leadership positions t o serve the citizenry, assist
the disadvantaged, protect resources
and restore confidence and trust in
government."
.
Growing up in a very politically .
active family, Kiely has immersed .
herself in the political and social.. .
arena ever since high school.
"It was my mom that encouraged and supported me into going
into politics," Kiely said, whose

Truman scholar Julia Kiely wants to pursue a career in public service.
mother headed up the Young Re- sayirig that her goal in life should be
to marry. This sentiment came from
publican Club at her university.
Although her father was a mu- Kiely's generation of the late '60s
nicipal court judge, he discouraged
Kiely from getting an education,,
See TRUMAN, page 9
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Investigation dismissed charges
against physics chair Bander
NANCY ToRoss, STAFF WRITER
The New University bas discovered that a 1992 investigation by
the Office of Affirmative Action
[OAA] found "no connection" between Marie Lyons' termination
and her allegations of sexual harassment by Physics Chair Myron
Bander.
In a confidential letter to Lyons,
dated Nov. 19, 1992, she was notified that OAA had "concluded its
investigation of the allegation of
retaliation [she] made against the
Department of Physics" and that it
would close its file on Bander.
The letter, however, advised
Lyons to be "aware that appropriate action bas been taken with respect to the behaviors you attributed to Dr. Bander."
OAA also identified that the
physics department had given her a
"half-step increase" in error and
that she would receive "a full-step
merit increase."

Kathy Basich, the department's
management services officer, fired
Lyons on Feb. 22, 1993.
On Mar. 14, 1994, Lyons filed a
civil suit against the university and
Banders for alleged sexual harassment from the time of her initial
employment in March of 1992.
Joel Baruch, Lyons' attorney,
said the university did not conduct ·
a complete investigation into
Bander's actions.
"I believe they swept it under the
table. I know my client told me she
did not get much of a response.
They didn't do anything," Baruch
said.
The Office of Affirmative Action is unable to comment on the
case fofreasons of confidentiality.
Physics Office Supervisor Jeneal
Bradford said she did not believe
sexual harassment was possible.
· "Assistants go for weeks at a
time without seeing the chair.
[Lyons] did not work in the office
alone, there are about ten assistants.
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THE MOST INTENSIVE COURSE FOR THE

Maybe you run into him in the hall,
but not daily. His office is on a
different floor," Bradford said.
Bradford verified that the chain
of command during the time of
Lyons' employment was from
Lyons to herselfto Basich to Bander.
Baruch stated that the OAA told
bis client that when Bander was
called in, he admitted be asked
Lyons out and called her at home.
Because the case is currently
under litigation, Bander could not
provide responses for this story.
The New University has also
found that Orange County Su~rior
Court records showMarie LfO'lWas
the plaintiff in tfuee ntli& 7fecent
lawsuits.
· "..,Baruch and Lyons are still awaiting the university's response, due
thirty days after their lawsuit was
served.
In the civil suit against Bander,
Lyons is asking for lost wages and
punitive damages for "physical and
emotional distress and suffering."

UCI appeals tollroad decision
regents will argue that the university acted properly when it relied
An appeals court will decide upon the TCA' s BIR for the land
whether or not the UC Regents can sale, said John Flynn, an attorney
sell 1. 7 acres of environmentally for the tollroacl.
They will also argue that the
sensitive land at UCI for the San
statutes of limitations regarding the
Joaquin Hills tollroad.
On Apr. 27, the state Fourth TCA' s environmental studies preDistrict Court of Appeal will hear vents opponents from challenging
arguments from the university and the land sale.
"To challenge the sale, you need
plaintiffs in a lawsuit against the
to challenge TCA's BIR that purUCI land sale.
An Orange County Superior portedly discusses the Open Space
Court judge ruledlastDecemberthat Reserve," said Susan Durbin, attorsale of the land to the San Joaquin ney for the plaintiffs in the lawsuit
Transportation Corridor Agency against the university.
The plaintiffs include UCI pro[TCA] was illegal because TCA's
environmental studies inadequately fessors Richard MacMillen and Joie
Jones, the Open Space Coalition and
addressed the UCI parcel.
Judge James Smith ordered UCI the Sea and Sage Audobon Society.
"TCA is saying that you had to
to petform a supplemental environmental impact report [BIR] on the · have challenged the BIR in 1991
preserve before reconsidering its sale. when it was finalized or you 're forIn their appeal, the TCA and the ever barred from doing so," Durbin

PRAT X. CIDEM, Staf!Writer
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explained.
Durbin disagreed with the argument, saying that since the TCA
BIR did not discuss the UCI preserve, statute of limitations laws
cannot apply.
"The TCA's EIRjust didn't say
that the ecological preserve would
be involved. The regents have to
have an independent BIR," she said.
The TCA BIR "implicitly and
explicitly assured the public that
the priceless environmental resource of the Open Space Reserve
would remain protected, untouched
by the construction of the San
Joaquin Hills tollroad," Durbon
wrote in a court document.
But Flynn said any "sale of the
OpenSpaceReservewouldhave been
approved in the BIR for the San
Joaquin Transportation Corridor."

See TOLLROAD, page 10
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UCl's Intensive MCAT Prep Course!

Graduate and Undergraduate
Students can expand their
University experience with a

ROTARY FOUNDATION
SCHOLARSHIP
These awards cover full tuition, travel expenses, and a living stipend at a foreign
university for one academic year. Recipients are expected to serve as "ambassadors
of good will" while substantially furthe.ring their graduate or undergraduate studies. The
scholarship may be awarded in any academic discipline. An applicant should have a
record of demonstrated achievement and must possess facility in the language of the
country in which he or she proposes to study.

EARLY APPLICATION DEADLINE
MAY 13, 1994

Dr. Solly Krom
Optometrist

854-7122

The Marketplace Across UCI • Ste. 112
4255 Campus Drive• Irvine, CA 92715

Applications and supporting letters for the years 1995-1996 must be received no
later than May 13, 1994. Applications can be obtained from and should be
returned to Scholarship Opportunities Program/Campuswide Honors Program in
the Undergraduate Studies office at 256 Administration .

Newport- Irvine
Rotary Club

Wayzgoose '94 celebrates UCI
ROTC
recruitment
.

stzrs controversy
.

.

PllAT X. CHIEM, Staf!Writer
Army Reserve Officer's ·
Training Corps [ROTC] will
scope the UCI campus and tar. get students in a recruitment .
campaign this Monday.
Billing R.OTC as ''the smartest college course you can take,"
officers will talk about their program and field questions from ·
students at the Career Planning
and Placement Center [CPPC].
The Anny ROTC program
provides coJege trained officers forthe U.S. Anny, the Anny
National Guard and the U.S.
Army Reserve.
The presence of ROTC at
UCI comes with a notable lack
of protest" from students, who
two years ago hotly debated the
administration's decision to allow the Federal Bureau of Investigation and branches of the
armed forces to recruit on campus.
At ~e time, these institutions
refused to admit or retain homosexuals and therefore violated
UC ' s policy against discrimination, some st11dents said.
Others questioned ROTC's
recruitment tactics, such as offering promis1~s of scholarships
as a way of ai tracting students.
But ROTC Officer Norman

Stein defended the program, saying enrollment in the U.S. Anny
is strictly voluntary. Stein is in charge of recruitment at the Cal State Fullerton
ROTC branch~ which currently
has 70 cadets involved in its
military science program.
"I'm not going to lie or co- ·
erce anybody," Stein said. "I'm
-not going to force. ariybody to
join ROTC."
However, Stein acknowledged that the promise of scholarships for tuition and books
plays an important pa.rt in Je-t...w
·cruitment drives. .
9 g T~vo
"Yeah, we accept it as a selling point," he said. ·
But the best selling point is
"what you are going to get when
you come into [ROTC]," Stein
added. "What we do is teach a
lot ofleadership."
Army ROTC scholarships
provide tuition for up to $7 ,500,
laboratory fees, $100 monthly
living allowance and almost
$450 per year for books and supplies.
Upon agreement, scholarship
recipients must finish ROTC
instruction and serve four years
of active duty or eight years of
reserve duty in the U.S. Anny.

See ROTC, page 8

Concert-goers enjoy a quiet day with ska. band No Doubt in Aldrich Park last Saturday.

PRAT X. CmEM, Staf!Writer
Moshing and body surfing in
Aldrich Park?
Welcome to Wayzgoose XXIV,
which offered live performances,
arts and crafts, a volleyball spiking
contest, wildlife exhibits and puppet shows.
UCI 's annual open house seemed
to attract the younger crowd this
year, with local high school students jamming to Liquid Sunshine
and No Doubt and toddlers with

their parents sampling the multi·
tude of food booths.
About 100 student organizations
set up booths at the all-day event.
Many potential students, such as
Cory Heimlich of Granada Hills,
came with their families to see UCI
for themselves.
"I definitely like the thought of
UCI better now that I came to
Wayzgoose," said Heimlich, a senior in high school who has been
admitted to UCL
This was not the case with Uni-

PETER K.ANG,NF.W UNtvF.RSiTI'

versity High students Nhi Tran,
Laura Kinston and Lara Montagae .
"[UCI] is kind of boring, the
campus isn 't pretty and it's not that
good of a school," Tran said.
They were here for No Doubt, a
popular local ska band.
Liquid Sunshine, an all female
acoustic trio, also brighten up the
Wayzgoose experience with their
folk rock sound.
"It's cool to see a bunch of girls

See FESTNAL, page 9
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formation and see for yourself. Now
l •'that Power Macintosh is here, college may never be the same.
endless. Because now you'll have the power you need for high-performance applications
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Student Affairs facing drastic cuts, layoffs next year
According to Mitchell, the budpermanent budget cuts for UCI is
easy on anyone, rather it's a process get target Olin has given him will
that is excruciating!y agonizing and be approximately a four to eight
percent reduction of his base budServices funded under Student anguishing," Olin said.
"In terms of Student Affairs, I get.
Affairs will face a drastic two-fold
Still unresolved, however, is
budget cut next year as UCI admin- can say two things in my role of as
istrators and student leaders debate Acting EVC. First, all cuts will be whether that base will or will not
how many student services UCI can carried out, as far as I 'am con- include some or all the auxiliary
afford while student services staff cerned, in accordance with the UCI enterprises.
"We have to cut it, but we didn't
nervouslyprepMe for potential lay- 're-employment program' which I
recently announced. Secondly, have agreement on what the base
offs.
Speaking before a forum of stu- · while after consulting with the Bud- budget is. I don't have an exact
dent affair officers Acting Execu- getary Advisory Committee, I have dollar amount," Mitchell said.
An eight percent cut to Student
tive Vice Chancellor [EVC] Spen- given Horace [Mitchell] a general ·
Affairs would be approximately
cer Olin told the assembled staff to budget cutting target," Olin said.
The "re-employment program" $4.2 million dollars, yet if the auxprepare for layoffs.
"I'm certainly not in a position will tly to match laid off staff with iliary enterprises, such as Housing,
to pump sunshine or to say that jobs at UCI, or with employers in Parking and the Bookstore were
subtracted from the base budget the
process of finding $10. 8 million in tne private sector.
cut would fall to $1.1 million.
"l wouldn't assume units will be
decimated. We believe in these
units, and they have a lot to add to
the quality of education at UCI,"
Olin said.
Which programs will be cut will
be an ongoing budgetary battle as
the deans prepare to make requests
for funding of their units from
money traditionally allocated to
Student Affairs.
"These cuts will not be across
the board. We did that two years
ago, and since then they have been
targeted, programmatic cuts,"
Mitchell said.
"The number one priority will
be financial aid, ensuring students
access to financial aid programs
that they need to attend UCI,"
Mitchell said.
Olin .reassured the Student Affairs staff that his guidelines on
rehiring will be strictly adhered to.
"I can not claim that all people
laid off will be re-employed. The
goal is at least 75 percent though it
has dropped off to 63 percent, and
we will want to get it back up.
Everything we can do to minimize
the layoffs will be done," Olin said.
EVC Olin was emphatic that his
re-employment guidelines for laidoff staff be followed.
'-'I have placed constrictions on
the behavior and activities on the
deans and vice chancellors on this
issue," Olin said.
Another budgetary cut ready to
RAau:L Tw:onxos,Ni>W UN1v6Rsrrr
fall upon the dissolving Student
Chancellor Laurel Wilkening and her husband get a bird's eye view
Affairs budget is Rec. 3 of the Nonof UC/' s annual Wayzgoose festival last Saturday.
Academic Planning Task Force.
SHARON DANG AND JOHN
RONAN, Staff Writers

F.

Bird's eye view
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Under Rec. 3, school deans will
be allowed to draw Reg. Fees to
fund certain student oriented academic activities, depending on how
many academic units are funded,
this could completely eliminate Reg.
Fees available for student services.
Another unanswered question is
why no Educational Fee units are
being targeted for reallocation of
funds. It was the Ed. Fee, not the
Reg. Fee that the Regents changed
the guidelines of at their historic
January meeting .
"My own view is that the regents were relatively clear on what
is the separation of student re gistration and educational fees.,"
Mitchell said.
While Mitchell was unwilling to
discuss the advantage of Ed. Fees
over Reg Fees to support academic
units, he was clear that guidelines
for usage of Reg Fees may limit
their use by the Deans.
"My sense is that the use of registration fees is pretty well defined
by the regents," Mitchell said.
It will be EVC Olin, who in
conjunction with the Budget Advisory Council, will determine which
units are funded and from what
source.
"I have asked the deans to give
me their requests as to how they
will use the monies. I am awaiting
their responses. We are awaiting
specifics," Olin said, adding that he
expects the requests from the Deans
"probably sometime in June."
Thus, the loss of funds from Reg.
Fee reallocation will happen at the
same time the permanent, targeted
cuts will reduce theStudent Affairs
budget.
"We will takeadisproportionate
share of the cuts, certainly, but I
think there is value in the services
and educational training UCI students get, and the value is vital,"
Mitchell said.
"It would appear that the request
coming in from the deans will be
submitted at the same time I submit
my budget so those decisions should
probably be made simultaneously,"
Mitchell said.
Some UCI administrators see the
budgetary need for the reductions
in Student Affaiis that this process
demands.
"There are some programs that

students really like, but given the
scenario, we can't do them anymore because those are nice extras," Dean of Students Sally
Peterson said.
"We will reduce the budget by
reducing duplication and redundancies," Peterson said.
Yet whether splitting Career
Planning and Placement, for example, into nine separate centers,
one for each of the schools, would
reduce redundancies remains unclear.
The Student Fee Advisory Committee [SFAC], strongly opposes
the implementation of Rec. 3.
"IftheNon-academicTaskForce
recommendation is followed,
money would be shifted from vital
student seivices to individual academic units. The SFAC feels that
this is a dangerous precedent on this
campus and may lead to an unacceptable deterioration in the level
of student services here at UCI."
"The SFACis against the idea of
using substantial an10unts of student fees for academic needs. This
recommendation would foster this
transferal of funds, leaving funding
for student activities insufficient,"
responded the SFAC to the NAPTF.
According to Mitchell, however,
Reg. Fees should, in the upcoming
budget deliberations, be allocated
according to strict regental guidelines.
"We should use Reg. Fees for
services in academic units that meet
the registration fee guidelines. If
we are talking about paying for other
things in the academic programs,
such as xeroxing of materials, then
that would be inappropriate,"
Mitchell said.
Although funding for Student
Affairs next year will face drastic
cuts, Mitchell remains guardedly
optimistic.
"Everything will depend on the
exact amount of reductions I am
assigned," Mitchell said, adding that
"It will depend on exactly what they
propose to have funded, and that is
really an unknown right now,"
Mitchell said.
Students who have concerns
about how their Reg Fees are to be
allocated can contact the SFAC or
Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs Horace Mitchell.

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT IN
CALIFORNIA FROM THE ROOTS UP

•

A conference addressing the environment,
.
. t~e economy, and equity.
·April 29th, 30th, and May 1st
•.

AT UC SANTA CRUZ

For moreinfo: Call SeanCh n 856-5547 ASUCIExtemal Affairs

Championship Sayin
DuraSoft Colors
CONTACT LENSES

$99*
$129

Buy 2 Pair For Only

$3 o
·~~:::!~:nal Fees $99*
2Pairol
DuraSoft:

Leu Mail.In
Rebate
-

Optometrist
Dr. Ronald Grossman

854-2020
Campus Plaza

4537 Campus Dr.
Next to Albertson's

Coupon must be presented at time of purchase.

Exp. 4/19/94

The UCI Dept. of Dermatology is looking for females
age 15-49 (women over 35 must be non-smokers) to
participate in a clinical study to test the effect of a new
oral contraceptive (birth control pill) on moderate
facial acne. Participants will be compensated. For
more information, please call

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, IRVINE
DERMATOLOGY CLINICAL STUDIES OFFICE
UCI CAMPUS, IRVINE

(714) 856-7103
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UCI remembers genocide victims
Gain valuable work experience while earning your MBA
Chapman University, a leading center for economic research, offers a unique MBA program.
As an Experience MBA student, you are placed in a meaningful internship position
throughout your full-time MBA studies

For more information on the Experience MBA program
contact Debra Gonda at 1-800-723-7330 or (714) 997-6745

Chapman University

Appli1afion for Graduate/Medical School?

GET AONE HOUR PORTUIT !!

24.95

JoNATHAN

INCLUDES I 0 POSES ON
3 1/2 x 5 PRINTS
(45 ~ per Aclclitio11I Reprint)
Offer Exp. 5/3/94

IBA.Srns, New UNIVl!IW1T

Mel Mermelstein, Thomas Keneally and Leon Leyson examine art in remembrance of the Holocaust.
JASON GURVITZ, Staf!Writer

No more silence. We have an obligation to remember.
As a reminder to never forget history, these words were conveyed by
Holocaust smvivor Joe Freeman at a
two day program of remembrance entitled "Never again: From Intolerance
toGenocide"heldinEmeraldBay Apr.
12and13.
The event chronicled personal
perspectives about wars on humanity, in an effort to inform others of
what has occurred in the past.
The first day of the event focused primarily on the Holocaust.
A panel held presentations entitled
"Facts and Memories" and "Perpetrators, Bystanders, and Deniers,"
with an additional 90 minute commentary by UCI professor and author Thomas Keneally. Liberators,
survivors and rescuers also shared
firsthand experiences of the war.
Dr. Henry Heller, a survivor of
the Holocaust, carried his history
on his arm as prisoner number
60479.
"I was in Buchenwald from 1938
to 1942 when I was moved to
Auschwitz and was liberated in 1945
when the camp was bombarded by
the Americans," Heller said.

E

The panel was open to speakers
such as Mel Mermelstein, survivor
of Auschwitz-Birkenau and founder
of the Auschwitz Study Foundation
Inc. Rabbi Arnold Rachlis of the
University Synagogue took the opportunity to raise the issue that we, as
bystanders of such a horrible event,
are part of the problem. .
"As bystanders of the massacres
we are a self-indictment of all of
us," Rachlis said.
Ria Jansma emphasized at the
program the importance of remembering the Holocaust. She participated in the resistance movement in
Germany and also worked with
Anne Frank.
"History is one ofthe most important subjects-you cannot learn
enough because it has to do with
humanity. Itis for you and the people
that come after you," Jansma said.
The second day of the program
focused on the historical genocides
of the Armenians, Kurds, Bosnians,
Cambodians and Native Americans.
Within the twentieth century
alone, 16 to 18 genocides have
eliminated 19 million people, a
number 59 times larger than the
population of UCL
Lundi Seng, president of the
Cambodian Students Association,

gave some history of the Khmer
Rouge within Cambodia. He explained that 20,000 people were
killed and forced into 139 mass
graves, causing a "1984-like" fear
of rebellion and recollection.
"People don't want to talk about
history. It hurts too bad and they
want to get on with their lives. But
we can't forget what has occurred
or it will continue," Lundi said.
The issues of Hate Crimes were
also discussed on the second day of
the program.
The panelists seemed to be in
agreement that the world is Eurocentric. Georgiana ValoyceSanchez, aNative-Americanlndian
author, lecturer, storyteller and
memberof the panel, expressed frustration with the ignorance which
surrounds humanity.
"What view of truth can we bring
to each other to find what this all
means?" Sanchez questioned.
Man Lung, a junior political science major who attended the conference, commented on the need for
change.
"We view these wars in an autobiographical context. We need to
see the genocides as a human problem. This event involves every person of humanity," Lung said.

4255 C.p1s Dr. #A·l 11
lrviH, CA 92715
854-FILM
A&ross from UCI at the •rke ce

Nassti~'s

EX

PHOTO & STUDIO

We Use

Hours:
M·F 9·7

Sat. 10·7
Sun 11·5

White Rose Ski~ Cate
Peel Away
Dead Skin
"W"ith Glycolic
Acid Peel
Treatment

20°/o OFF

-MAKE UP PARTY-

Complimentary Aveda Make-up Application
with Refreshments
Every Tuesday and Thursday

$5 OFF

•Acne Sear Treatment
• European Facial
• 1 Hr. Massage
··
• lJ/2 Hr. Body Scrub

FREE

MANI CURE
wlPedlcure
save $12

4327
Campus Dr., Irvine
(In the Market lace • Across from UCI)

10% OFF

•Waxing

• Eyelash Tinting

• Make-op Lesson

•Skin Care Products

854 2033
-

NJ
ov LIFE
"Daily Decisions:
Choosing A Medical Profession"

By American Medical Asso~iation (AMA) panel participants:
Dr. Richard Kammerman, Family Practitioner
Dr. Steven Armentrout, Oncologist
Dr. John Strong, Plastic Surgeon
Dr. Martin Brenner, Psychiatrist
amkar,
OVTOMETRY Optometrist
NEWPORTK
H A R. 11 a R

A Professional Optometric Practice

(714) 642-2020

1796 Newport Blvd., Costa Mesa 92627

Free Admission,
Seating is Limited.

Thursday, April 28th, 7-9 pm
Emerald Bay D&E

Literatu
ill
be Provided.
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Faculty debate quality of teaching
SANDY

KIM, Staff Writer

The recent Academic Planning
Task Force [APTF] proposals have
drawn increasing concern over how
undergraduate education will be affected.
To address this issue, the Committee on Teaching Quality [CTQ]
hosted a colloquy entitled, "The
MissingPiece: Undergraduate Education and the Academic [Planning]
Task Force Report."
"There are a large amount of
faculty and a large amount of the
Academic Senate who are concerned about undergraduate education," said Dennis Silverman, physics professor and head of the CTQ.
Last Thursday's informal conference at the University Club was
open to both Senate and non-Senate faculty. The committee was
looking for responses to the APTF.
"When it comes to attacking the
report, I would like people to have
three things in mind. The university has three legs it stands on:
students, faculty and the administration," said Myron Bander, an
APTF member and also chairman
of the physics department.
One criticism of the APTF was
that a large number of the recommendations affected graduate students. The main thrust of the subject then became a question of how
to maintain the quality of teaching
at both the graduate and undergraduate level.
Mostmembers,however, agreed
that these changes would affect students at all levels.
One method to approach the
problem of maintaining teaching
quality is to be more careful about

the selection of students. For instance, the average UCI honor student has a mean SAT score of 1300,
which is 300 higher than the average UC student. The top seven
feeder schools to UCI come from
Orange County. Student~ from the
Irvine Unified District alone have
math SAT scores of 100 points
higher and verbal scores 75 points
higher than the average college
freshman.
In order to maintain the effec-.
tiveness of departments, the APTF
suggested integrating certain departments into University Extension.
"Extension is a very efficient
way of organizing mass course,"
Bander commented in the session.
Several criticisms of moving
these departments to extension included the fact that graduate students will be paid less, which decreases their motivation for teaching. Also, undergraduates would
need to pay extra for key classes
that would offer different curricula
than it normally would as part of the
university.
Another alternative is to offer
better quality at the instructional
level. This topic created more of a
debate because of the many possibilities as to how this can be accomplished. CTQ members argued that
the quality of education should be
balanced between graduates and undergraduates.
"We [CTQ members] want to
keep undergraduate education and
improve the quality ofgraduate education at the same time. We don't
object to research. The two communities are separate. Each community helps each other," Silverman
said.
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According to Silverman, the
teaching and research communities
are interdependent. The rationale is
that the better the research facilities, the better the T As. In the same
sense, the better the T As, the better
the teaching quality for undergraduates.
Thus, one participant brought up
a proposal to increase the two day
training period for TAs.
To ensure instructor motivation,
one recommendation suggested emphasizing incentives such as acceleration of faculty position. However, Bander argued that it is hard to
know who should get acceleration
due to good teaching because there
is no criteria to evaluate quality of
teaching.
OthersdidnotagreewithBander,
citingresearchfoliosandpeerevaluations as examples of such evaluative criteria. Currently, UCI uses
student evaluations to judge the
quality of teaching.
"Student ratings count a lot because students are sitting through
thirty hours oflecture. I put a lot of
strength in student ratings,"
Silverman said.
In order to help establish criteria to judge teaching quality, the
- CTQ compiled an advisory report
on numerical data of undergraduates and surveys of new academic
programs.
"The report was fairly intensive
about our own school. It was set up
as a basis for certain things to monitor year after year. Faculty have a
way to say if we 're improving or
not," Silverman said.
The report was released today to
the Executive Committee of the
Academic Senate.

continued from the front page
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CEP is one of 28 Academic
Senate committees which are
compiled primarily of professors
but include some student and administration representation.
"The CEP committee position is instruction is as important to this campus as our research and graduate positionswhatever strengthens undergraduate education we support,''
Dooley said.
Dooley was satisfied with
the CEP response and is anticipating further interaction with
the APC. "We have laid the
groundwork for some solid reactions," he said.
Of the numerous other committees, the Student Fee Advisory Committee [SFAC] reacted
with extreme disagreement to
some of the proposals.
The SFAC felt passionate
about the potential undermining
of student services,such as Student Health, by contracting.
"If a guarantee cannot be
made, in terms of affordability
for students and professional
delivery of services, it is the
recommendation of the SFAC
that the following student services [such as, career planning
and placement, child care, psychological counseling, security,
student center operations, and
Student Health] not be subjected
to contracting. These services
help enhance the student experience in regards to the teaching
anct research mission of UCI,"
0 AC wrote in response.
:i

After the responses are tallied and reviewed by Olin and
the APC, a new report will be
relayed to Chancellor Laurel
Wilkening.
"I would like theAPCtoidentify those recommendations
which, on the basi<\ of respon~s
generated, have engendered
widespread assent," Olin said.
"Then we will discuss those recommendations which have engendered widespread dissonance.
"I don't want the APC to just
sit on the sidelines, it has its
own mission and function, and
will offer its own options too,"
he said.
Olin reiterated that all responses will be evaluated, and
that the APC, with him as chair,
will also need to determine the
scope of the next phase.
"Sometime in June or early
July we will sit down and determine the implementation process," Olin said, adding that "we
have implementation issues we
are still trying to address."
"The chancellor will receive
a report giving a clear sense of
how the campus community has
reacted," Olin said.
Wilkening assured the campus that the APC document will
be "a public report," available
to everyone.
"Some of them [the recommendations] will be implemented quickly, but some of
them, those dealing with the
faculty, will require Academic
Senate participation. Anything
having to do with consolidation, reorganization, or elimination of an academic unit will
have to go through the Academic Senate," Wilkening said.

BENNY BEGIN

Member of Knesset

YITZHAK SHAMIR
Former Prime Minister of
Israel

DR. DAVID LUCHINS
Special Assistant To
Sena tor Pa trick Moynihan

Do ALL THESE PEOPLE HAVE IN COMMON?

THEY ARE ALL PERSONALLY MEETING WITH:

TANN I NG RESORT

$irrnmis

LteraryA
·
'9.0ntest

THE JERUSALEM FELLOWSHIP OF
AISH HATORAH
THE JERUSALEM_FELLOWSHIP is a dynamic program of
study, touring and leadership development in Israel under the
Honorary Chairmanship of Governor Pete Wilson

"The Personal Essay"
The UCI Bookstore, in conjunction with
the New University, is now accepting
submissions of short personal essays for
its quarterly undergraduate ·
literary contest. Deadline is May 13.

1ST PRIZE $150

& publication in the New University

2ND PRIZE $100 3RD PRIZE $50
See Bookstore for additional details on guidelines.

~UC I~oo<22s~•~l!£~i~
725-BOOK

1993 SUMMER FELLOWSHIP RECIPIENTS
For more information on the Summer 1994 Programs call :H0-278-8672.
There will be a special Orange County program this Summer.
Program Dates: June 2 - July 2 I July 2 - August 2
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UCI Student Center
space up for bids
TINA NGUYEN, Staf!Writer

Either an entertainment center or an Anteater Spirit Shop
may replace the space formerly
occupied HomeFed Bank in the
Student Center.
Since last quarter, the StudentCenter Board has been seeking bidders for the 1,500 square
feet of space which opened after
HomeFed ended its lease.
As owner of ZotRock, the
UCI Bookstore has proposed to
revamp the record store into an
entertainment center offering
comics, "alternative" periodicals, accessories and video sales
and rentals. The plans would
relocate the current 180 square
foot ZotRock to the open space
adjacent to Zot 'n' Go North.
Michael Kiley, associate director of The Bookstore, proposes that the ZotRock expand
its music collection to "three
times as large as the present
one," stocking more jazz, folk
music and international pop.
Other possible additions may
include a CD listening station
and the dealership of used CDs.
Its film and periodical collection would offer rare materials, Kiley said.
"Our purpose is to fill a need
that students and faculty don't
have access to," he added. "The
collection would be composed
of hard-to-find materials; a cutting-edge collection."
ASUCI, the second bidder,
proposes to transform its current student-run UCitems store

into a "multi-dimensional" operation. Expanding beyond
greek life, the shop would include senior gifts (such as graduation announcements and class
rings), inter~ollegiate athletic
apparel, a TicketMaster for onand off-campus linked events
and a lecture tape service.
As an undergraduate-run
business, ASUCI officers said
the "proceeds [from apparel
sale~] would go to the Athletic
Department with ASUCI receiving an undetermined percentage
of the revenue from the sales."
The creation of a campus.
TicketMaster location "would
not only provide a service to
students, but by increasing student traffic, would greatly increase awareness of all on campus entities serviced by the Anteater Spirit Shop," detailed the
ASUCI proposal.
With the threat of closing the
lecture tape service at the Main
Library, ASUCI indicated that
they would continue to provide
this "invaluable service."
"Increased school spirit and
a sense of community, rather
than disunity, is the central
arm of this proposal," wrote
ASUCI Administrative Vice
President Jose Navarrete and
Finance Chair Matthew
Buttacavoli, authors of the
Spirit Shop proposal.
The Student Center Board
plans to reach a decision
o
weeks. The chosen bida
:«
begin establishment in ug .· ;
and be in operation by fall 1995.
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ROTC
continued from page 4
Rein said scholarships are based
on merit and not every cadet receives financial aid.
"When we recruit, we're not
going to reel you in on the guarantee of a scholarship," Stein said.
He wants only students who are
enthusiastic about the Army, he
continued.
"You want men and women who
will do something vital like support
the U.S. Constitution," Stein explained.
"I don't have any ethical prob-

lems looking someone in the eye
andsaying, 'joinROTC,"Steinsaid.
According to Bruce Riesenberg,
associate director of the CPPC,
ROTC, like every other company,
must sign the university's affirmative action statement, which prohibits discrimination based on
sexual orientation, gender, religion,
or ethnicity.
ROTC's recruitment on campus does not violate UC's anti-discrimination policy because ROTC
"discriminates legally," Riesenberg
said.
The military' s current "don't ask,
don't tell" policy regarding homosexuality has been unsuccessfully
challenged in court.

Although he noted his personal disagreement with the
Army's policy on homosexuals,
Riesenberg said ROTC "doesn't
violate any UC policies."
"As [the policy] is stated,
what they're doing is legal until
it's changed," Riesenberg explained.
"I still think [the military]
discriminates. If you say you're
gay,youcan'tgetin,"saidDaniel
Tsang, a UCI lecturer and bibliographer.
"It tries to force you into the
closet. They should worry about
real problems like friendly fire
rather than guys in the shower,"
Tsang said.

Q: What do you think of ROTC recruiting on campus?

"Sure, why not? I think they
could if they want to and I
don't see why they couldn't."

Pouneh Hasbenloo
biology, senior

"I don't see how stopping them
from recruiting does anything.
They are still going to recruit
whoever they want anyway. I
don't know how you can push
them to recruit fairly and equally,
but I don't think getting them off
campus would do it."

"I think the campus is a
resource center, a connection
center. It may be discriminatory, but if it doesn't have a
chance to come on campus, no
one can even try for it anyway."

Heather Hanson

Trinh Nguyen

politica( science, senior

biology, sophomore
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After all, this book from .

MasterCard offers lots of useful tips on finding a real '
job, and it's written for students by students. To order

your copy for $9. 95, call 1-800-JOB-8894. MasterCard.

It's more than a credit card. It's smart

money~-
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FESTIVAL: annual open house enjoyed by all TRUMAN
continued from page 4

Peterson, a junior at Laguna Beach High School.
But will she be attending UCI in the near future?
"No. My mom's Sally
Peterson [UCl's dean of
students]," she said.
Themostpopularitems
at Wayzgoose, besides the
bands, seemed to be the
food stands and the
children's shows.
UCI student Nairy
Ghazourian said the Armenian Students Association booth bad sold all of
their tabbouleh and baklava by 2:00 p.m.
At stage three, master
Rising stars try their hand at karaoke during
string puppeteer Rick
Santoro made children's
eyes widen with awe and laugh with counselor at UCI, stopped by the
glee at his marionettes of dancing reptile show with her children, only
to have Minko cover her son, Chrisskeletons and fairies.
Later, Terri Minlco, from the Liz- topher, with a dozen snakes.
"It feels like fluff," Christopher,
ard Wizard, showed off her collection of snakes, turtles, arachnids, 5, said of the slippery things slithering around his neck.
frogs and lizards.
Everybody seemed to agree that
Kimberly Wamei, an academic

continued from page 2

Pi:n:R KANG, NEW

the Wayzgoose Festival.

and early '70s.
Kiely has been an intern in
the U.S. House of Representatives, a political consultant, a
campaign coordinator for a State
Senate Candidate, a member of
the Board of Directors of the
Kiwanis Club and involved in
the St. Joseph Hospital 's
Fundraising Auxiliary.
In her application for the
scholarship, Kiely focused on
one of her recent projects, the
Child Abuse Services Team
[CAST]. CAST attempts to reduce the number of interviews a
victim of child abuse must go
through when enrolling for help.
This helps prevent the child from
reliving his/hertrauma.
Kiely also served as the executive assistant to Orange
County Supervisor Gaddi
Vasquez while she was involved
with CAST.
In order be selected for the
scholarship, individuals had to

UNtvERsrrr

Wazygoose '94 was a success.
"The committee did a very good
job of o.rganizing this. This is better
than last year," UCI Police Officer
Gary Teragama said.

Nancy Toross and Daisy Can
contributed to this article.

tum in applications to ~eir universities, who nominated up to
four candidates from those who
applied. The semifinalists were
then chosen after being interviewed by Regional Review Panels. After this process 214 finalists were chosen. Finally the
Truman Foundation selected 65
winners.
Kiely 's future plans include
getting a master's degree in public policy and working for the "I
Have A Dream Foundation,"
which offers scholarships to
grade school children in disadvantaged areas.
"If people see a reason for
hope, they can succeed," she said.
Juniors who are pursuing a
bachelors degree, have at least a
"B" average and are in the top 25
percent of their class are eligible
for the award.
The applicant must also be in
a major which will allow him/
her to go on to a "graduate program leading to a career in government or public service at the
federal, state, or municipal level
and have a demonstrated interest in such a career."
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Harvard Court
Cornell Court
(714) 854-4942
146 Berkeley Avenue• Irvine 92715

• Townhome-style, up/downstairs

FLOORPLANS

2 & 3 bedroom floorplans

• Contemporary architecture

• Inviting l bedroom floorplans

• Walk to shopping, dining &

• Cozy, cottage-style design

entertainment

fNCR£DfEl£ PRfC£5!

• Vaulted ceilings in upstairs tloorplan

2 Bdrm/2 Bath
From $915

Office Hours: 9~6 Daily

Dartmouth Court
(714) 854-2417

ilOO Stanford Street• Irvine 92715
•
•
•
•
•

ENCLOSED GARAGES
5 Spacious floorplans (Jr. 1 & 2 bedroom)
Gas & water paid
Walk to shopping, dining and entertainment
Vaulted ceilings in upstairs floorplan

*ASK FOR DETAILS
Please ask about our Renter's Equity Program.

SARFS REGIS Group~
We mannge to he the best.

~

IAll residences come with patios or balconies and full association privileges. I
Ar~•~r••~1~-1~:'9i;i'.)i.il;iit;_~
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Unions join in state-wide rally

TINA NGUYEN, Staf!Writer

Upset by state proposals to cut
student support services and programs, union organizers are planning a state-wide rally and hearing
with the legislature to restructure
UC upper administration.
Following measures similar to
UCI'sNon-AcademicPlanningTask
Force [NAPTFJ, three unions are
sending letters to state legislators,
students, faculty and staff to demand
a select committee hearing May 2.
The hearing would establish an
oversight committee that would restrict top UC executive power.
"This is not a shared governance," said Karen Maxson, a union
member of the University CouncilAmerican Federation of Teachers.
"Decisions are made at the top with
no input from anybody else."
In their letters, union members
protested that "the taxpayer of the
State of California and the students
are the real owners of the public
trust, this land-grant university."
At UCI, union members are de-

TOLLROAD
continued from page 3
He said the "time to challenge
the adequacy of the BIR for the
Open Space Reserve has run out."
According to Diane Geocaris,
attorney for UCI, "the project is the
tollroad not the land sale."
"Because the project is still the
corridor, the univeISity is arguing
thatit was appropriate for UCI to rely

nouncing NAPTF Recommenda- have dedicated their lives to the
tion 4, which suggests that existing university. These services support
academic and student services such general facilities and instruction,"
as the Career Planning and Place- she added
Vice Chancellor William Parlcer,
ment Center and Student Health be
"contracted if costs can be reduced." who is also chairoftheNAPTF comSuchameasurewoulddissolve these mittee, defended the recommendaprograms and hire outside sources tion by saying "we 're not looking at
implementing the measures."
when necessary.
"Recommendation 8 says we will
Proclaiming the university's primary mission as research and in- try to hire internally. We will bend
struction, the recommendation over backwards to give jobs to all
states that "university management affected people," Parker said. "We
should focus its time, attention and are concerned with staff morale.
energies on its primary mission, We want loyal staff to have emand should not be distracted by hav- ployment. But our staff cannot exing to provide additional services pect to have the same job forever."
From Apr. 25-29, union orgawhen those services can be purchased from non-university sources nizers have scheduled press conferences, town meetings and rallies.
at a reasonable cost."
"They say these services aren't -Dn. May 1, caravans and cars defrom UC San Diego will
directly related to education," sai
Louise Anderson, union organizer pick up students, faculty and staff
with University Professional and from other schools while on its way
Technical Employees. "You have to UC Berkeley. Upon arrival that
to have toilet paper, someone has to afternoon, they will mount a rally.
provide it."
Their proposed legislative hearing
"They [administrators] want to is scheduled for the following day
get rid of services where people in Sacramento.
upon the TCA environmental documents under the law," Geocaris said.

"Thereisacase-LaurelHeights
v. UC Regents-in which the Cali-

fornia Supreme Court held that even
if the BIR was inadequate or inaccurate, if the time to challenge them has
passed, then it's too late to raise the
[issue] ofinadequacy orinaccuracy,"
Geocaris said.
The court is not expected to decide on the land sale until several
months after the hearing.
UCI's 1992 sale of the ecologi-
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NOW OPEN 7 DAYS

COLLEGE IS A PAIN IN THE ...

cal preserve was strongly opposed
by students, the Academic Senate
and community membeIS.
The San Joaquin Hills, Foothills
and Eastern tollroads "will open up
wilderness preserve and regional park
land to development so they can build
291,000 [housing] units which will
contribute 700 tons of pollutants to
Orange County's air base a day,"
said George Gallagher, president of
Citizens Against Tollroads.
"How do you mitigate 700tons of
pollution?That'sdisgusting,"hesaid.

LAW OFFICES
SMALL, HENSTRIDGE & CABOOi
Attorneys at Law
Serious Personal Injury Matters
Free Initial Consultation

(714) 837-5534
24422 Ave. De La Carlota, Suite 460
La una Hills

Jun 19 - 25
Jun 26 - Jul 2
Jul 3 - 9
Jul 10 - 16
Jul 17 - 23
Jul 24 - 30
Jul 31 - Aug 6
Aug 7 - Aug 13
Aug 14 - Aug 20

SUndays

Mondays

Tuesdays

Wednesdays

Thursdays

Physics

Gen Chem

Biology

V.RJWriting

Bio/O Chem

Fridays

Saturdays

Physics 1
Physics 2
Physics 3
Physics 4
Physics 5
Physics 6
Physics 7
Physics 8
Physics 9

Gen Chem 1
Gen Chem 2
Gen Chem 3
GenChem4
Gen-Chem 5
Gen Chem 6
Gen Chem 7
Gen Chem 8
Gen Chem 9

Biology 1
Biology 2
Biology 3
Biology 4
Biology 5
Biology 6
Biology 7
Biology 8
Biology 9

V .R./Writing 1
V.R./Writing 2
V.R./Writing 3
V.R./Writing 4
V.R./Writing 5
V.R./Writing 6
V.R./Writing 7
V.R./Writing 8
V .R./Writing 9

Biology 10
Biology 11
Biology 12
Org Chem I
Org Chem 2
Org Chem 3
Org Chem 4

Day Off

Talce Home #I

Day Off

Day Off

Day Off

Day Off

2.5 hrs/day

2.5 hrs/day

2 hrs (recc'd)

2 hrs (recc'd)

Practice Tests
Day Off

Day Off

Day Off

Day Off

Day Off

Day Off

Day Off

Talce Home #2

Day Off

Day Off

Day Off

Mock MCAT#I
Mock MCAT#2
The MCATlll
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HELPS volunteers give care to Guatemalans

HELPS International was estab- accept.
lished to specifically meet the needs
"In our country we have access
Imagine a world where defor- of the Ixil and a few other groups in to medical help. There, they don 't
mity is normal and babies are born the Guatemalan highlands.
and it's a really hard concept to
Each year, HELPS sends 14 grasp," said Steve Miller, one of the
only to die.
Does this sound like something medical and construction teams . founders of HELPS International.
out of a science fiction novel? For to Guatemala. These teams come
Due to the prevalence of deforthe Ixil Indians of the Guatemalan from six different states includ- mities, the medical teams mostly
highlands, this is no story, it's a way ing California, Maine, Minnesota, perform plastic surgery.
of life.
New Jersey and Washington.
Other commonly performed opThe Guatemalan Civil War has
A non-profit organization, erations include hysterectomies,
left these people abandoned to HELPS volunteers dedicate two cleft-lip and palate repair, hernia
fend for themselves. They have weeks out of the year to serving the repair, bum treatment, tumor. teno transportation, communica- Indians. Volunteers provide ser- moval, cataract operations and <il.mtion, or medical presence and re- vices as either part of a medical or tal surgeries.
~
ceive very little help from the construction team, translators or
One father walked for thirteen
government. Any help they do kitchen workers.
days to have his seven year old
son's cleft lip corrected. During the
journey, he did not bring enough
rations for the two of them and
starved for six days so his son could
eat.
"To me that kind of dedication is
incredible. I just wish more Americans had that kind of dedication,"
said Charles.
The medical teams provide
their own equipment, personnel,
and even drugs. The team takes
approximately $300,000 worth of
drugs with them.
The teams have to take precautions not to allow the suiplus drugs
to enter the black market.
In order to regulate the distribution of excess drugs, the medical
teams give the drugs to the local
The Ixil Indians earn an average salary of $250 a year for their labors.
doctors in a public ceremony.
Groups work out of hospitals
get is sparse because the governThe Ixil are a very secluded that American relief organizations
ment cannot offer adequate assis- group who are adamant about pre.- spent millions to build. Currently,
tance. On average, the Indians serving their traditions. Many of there are nine of these Americanearn about $250 a year.
the traditions followed today have built hospitals.
"For being dirt poor, they just existed for 2,000 years.
"Americans decided to go down
Inbreeding is common because and help the Guatemalans, but they
have the most love in their hearts
and thankfulness that you'd ever the people refuse to marry outside never trained anyone to use the
want to know in somebody, .. said of their group, which consists of a American equipment," Charles exDiane Charles, operator of Corner- limited pool. External marriages are plained. ·
not common because it would disstone Cafe here at UCI.
"They have such a dirty environCharles, a labor and delivery close those sacred traditions to the ment. Their water is not clean.
There's no way of cleaning their
nurse by trade, has been helping the outside world.
Indians for two years through
As a result, much of the Indian infections," she continued.
The HELPS volunteers face
HELPS International. But HELPS population is born with deformiis not like the organizations who ties. So much so that to them, many other setbacks in Guatemala
use people like Sally Struthers as deformities are something they as well.
Volunteers must travel long disspokespeople.
usually have to just deal with and
SANDY

KIM, Staf!Writer

Diane Charles (third to right) and others volunteer help in Guatemala.
tances by bus in order to reach the
highlands. Every ten or twenty
miles along the way, men with
machine guns stop the bus and
demand money in return for safe
passage. Oftentimes, these men are
police officers.
"It amazes me that people can
live with that kind of consciousness," Charles commented.
Because of the war-tom state of
the country, lawlessness is prevalent.
Charles recalls one situation in
which the organization was hassled
by the Guatemalan customs agency
for carrying copies of the PhysiciansDeskReference. To customs,
these books looked like books on
guerrilla warfare.
"They freaked out. They
thought we were going to go and
be guerrilla sympathizers," she
said.

Despite the hardships the volunteers face, Miller said that the trips
are rewarding.
"If you go down and see it, you
will never be the same again," he
said. "The real truth in life is that
satisfaction is not from what you
have.
"When we first get there, the
whole town comes out and greeti;; us
with firecrackers . They play the
maracas and buy us each a bottle of
soda, which is a lot for them," said
Charles.
"The love for each other is so
immense. What we do in just four
hours makes such a difference in
these people's lives," she continued.

For information about HELPS
or to be a construction worker.
translator or galley worker can
contact Diane Ch.arlesat856-2357 .

Annual Pilipino Cultural Night aids awareness

Kababayan Club draws on old American themes to teach new understanding
CATHY McCALL, Staf!Writer
Picture this: After suddenly finding herself in a strange new land
called "Manila" via a violent earthquake, a girl named Dory and her
three companions voyage along a
yellow dirt road to the Emerald Bay,
searching for "the Great Manong
Os" in order to find her elusive
identity as an Pilipino-American.
Sound like a funky multi-cultural, twentieth-century re-make of
The Wizard of Oz?
Well, it is. Sort of.
It's the plot of "No Place Like
Home," a semi-musical performed
by UCI's Kababayan Club to celebrate and teach about the richness
of the Pilipino heritage and culture.
The Filipino Cultural Night, presented Apr. 7-8 in the ltvine Barclay
Theatre, performed for sold-out
crowds.
Using an American model, the

group strived to teach AmericanPilipino students about the festivities, customs, dances and history of
their heritage, a culture they may
never have been really exposed to.
"The Pilipino situation is kind of
a unique situation. It's harder to
define our community," said
Kababayan Club president Brian
De Leon.
"We have a hard time defining
what we are as Pilipinos. Some say
that we're losing our own ethnic
pride. Sometimes we're called 'the
invisible Asians.'"
Filipinos are often overlooked
as an ethnic group, despite the fact
that they comprise the second largest minority group in California after
Chicanos, De Leon said.
They are also the second largest
Asian group in the United States
after Chinese, and the largest Asian
group in California. There are about
30,000 Pilipinos in Orange County

alone.
"PilipinoCulturalNighthasbeen
a tool to display the richness of
Pilipino culture, and to show the
different values we have acquired as
Pilipino Americans. It is a testiment
to the pride that we have for our
heritage," De Leon said.
The Kababayan Club, through
cultural events and fund-raisers,
makes an effort to reach out to the
Pilipino community at UCI with
social and academic support.
This year they celebrate their
twentieth year as a club with their
fifteenth annual Filipino Cultural
Night.
"We want to say to the community and the school that we 're here,
and we 're proud enough of our culture to go through that big of a
beadacheeveryyear,"DeLeonsaid.
Preparation for the production,
which was entirely student-run and
funded, began in October.

Students practiced all scenes,
songs and dances in the parking lot
next to the Cross Cultural Center.
When it rained, they practiced on
the third level of the parking structure near the Student Center.
"It was really planned out and
thought out," said Cherry Nery, who
played Dory in the musical.
"All these people put so much
work into this, and it's been the
most wonderful experience of my
life," she said.
In the production, Dory travels
through the Philippines with three
1..omparuons who are struggling with
their own personal challenges. Lapu
is a fearful, scantily-clad warrior,
Rory thinks he isn't college-material, and Marion is searching fer his
true love.
As they go about their journey,
they watch the native citizens express their culture. These expressions come through such complex

dances as "tinikling," in which dancers nimbly step between moving
bamboo poles to the accompaniment of increasingly faster music.
The characters are also exposed
to the colorful history of Manila,
and gradually gain a growing appreciation for the true flavor of the
Pilipino culture and heritage.
Dory, who had previously felt
out-of-place in Irvine among her
Filipino relatives, learns about her
identity as an American of Pilipino
descent.
"It's more representative of
Pilipirio-American culture or at least
what we see the Philippines as," De
Leon said.
"Most ofus were born here. Some
of our parents don 't understand.
They'rethinking, 'Why do you have
to use an American model like The
Wizard of Oz? Why can't you use a

See KABABAYAN, page 16
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EDITORIAL

ROTC a dead end

The vultures are once again circling our beloved UCI
campus. They are preying on the emotionally insecure and
financially desperate UCI students.
UCI is an institution where learning about new places
and new cultures is encouraged. Sure, the Army's Reserve
Officers Training Corps [ROTC] claim they can offer you
similar instruction, but beware-you are required to carry
a high caliber weapon when you travel and may be asked
to shoot at anyone without a miniature star spangled
banner on their shoulder.
Killing members of different cultures is not exactly
what the professors at UCI try to instill in their students
when they attempt to "broaden our minds."
The ROTC would like you to "broaden your horizons,"
or at least your abilities on the shooting range.
Whether or not you support the anned services, whether
or not you believe in killing other people or destroying
foreign lands as an excuse to "help other countries", there
is a completely rational reason that the ROTC should not
be recruiting UCI students on campus.
UCI is a university where students can open their minds
to different ideas that .they have never been exposed to
before. Students are allowed and encouraged to be well
rounded individuals, to try new things, to experiment
intellectually. UCI offers freedom of thought and teaches
people that for one question there may be more than 100
answers (except perhaps in math, but, who knows?).
The ROTC commands that you not question anything,
that you engage in demeaning discipline, that you surrender your individuality. The ROTC commands you to be
ready to destroy whatever is "un-American," the ROTC
trains you to kill people.
It is an organization where they claim to "want you,"
but what they really want is your body to lead an entourage
of men who have well trained trigger fingers. They have
been historically sexist, and although their views on homosexuals have supposedly changed, you aren't allowed
to be open about your sexuality if you aren't heterosexual
without serious recriminations that may be psychological
as well as physical.
There is an obvious difference between UCI and the
ROTC, if only to the extent that UCI promotes freedom of
thought and individuality. ROTC, an organization without
room for either, has no place being on our campus.
They lure students into their programs, saying, 'we'll
pay for your education', but little do financially desperate
students realize that the ROTC stands for the opposite of
what you came to UCI for in the first place.
Why go to UCI to broaden your mind to have it all wiped
away by the ROTC?
War criminals claim that they were only following
orders -what more can they say? That's what being in the
anned services is, following someone else's command.
But is that why we as students came to UCI, to follow
orders? Unlike many other questions in life, there is only
one answer-.- a resounding "NO."
Don't be lured by promises of a UCI education financed
by the ROTC. It may sound like a dream come true, but as
soorr as you accomplish that dream, they may take it away.
While the cost of a UCI education may be killing you
figuratively an ROTC education will do it literally, along
with all those who come in the crosshairs of your weapon.
Either way, once you are in the ROTC, you can't just
"drop out" like you can if you need a break for a few
quarters at UCI. Similar to Raid's Roach Motel, 'they
check in, but they never check out.'
When you see the ROTC on campus this week, steer a
wide path around their table.
Although their words and their offers may sound financially sweet, it's only a pretty scented wrapper hiding
some pretty smelly shit.

----
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COMMENTARY

Taskforces sell out UC's sou

Thefollowingcommentaryisa it appears that they care little for
collective submission of the Uni- those who make the institution funcversity Council-American Fed- tion, they must realize that they canerati.on of Teachers, the Ameri- not continue to violate the Higher
can Federation of State, County, Education Employer-Employee Reand Municipal Employees, and lations Act [HEER.A] and ignore
the University Professional and . union contracts. We object to the
apparent willingness ofmanagement
Technical Employees.
We object to the proposals resulting from the Academic and
Non-Academic Task Force reports. There has been no recognition of employees' rights, let alone
the concerns of dedicated employees for the future of the institution
to which so many have devoted
their lives and their efforts.
UCI does not recognize nor
follow the union contracts currently in existence. Management
does not "meet and confer" with
bargaining unit representatives
prior to proposing or instituting
changes in working conditions.
No negotiations, provided for by
union contracts, have even occurred, prior to recommendations
of closure of programs, reorganization of departments or subcontracting of employees jobs. Management has not even communicated with the unions at UCI regardingthe proposed changes. The
union should be directly infonned
and invited to provide input on the
Task Force report.
If the proposals in this report
are enacted, no one will be representing the interests of the "owners" of the university. It is good to
remember that the "owner" is not
those currently making the decisions. The taxpayers of the state
of California and the students are
the real owners of the public trust,
this land-grant university. Due to
the continuous effort by President
Peltason to convert this public
university into a private, profit
making organization, the status of
that public trust is in great jeopardy. It is well past time that the
Office of the President and Chancellor Wilkening become aware
that they are betraying the public
trustputundertheircharge. While

to sell off or give away an institution
of higher learning, instead of preserving it, as provided for under the
Master Plan.
The recommendations of the Task
Force for restructuring zero in on
department and units of significance
for the changing nature of the state of
California. The Task Force calls for
the termination of the Department of
Comparative Culture, the only doctoral program at UCI specifically
focused at the graduate level on multiethnic studies research. It calls for
the liquidation of the Department of
Education. It issued harsh and baseless criticism of the program in Social Relations, an innovative program in the social sciences that focuses on contemporary social problems. In brief, the report attacks programs that broaden the scope of research and teaching at UCI and others that do not directly serve the
corporate agenda of UC President
Peltason and his cronies. It leaves
untouched what is the most pronounced case of top-heavy administrative glut in the system: the proliferation of highly paid deans. Consolidating the Schools of Humanities, Social Sciences, Social Ecology, Fine Arts, and GSM would save
money, eliminate overpaid self-important deans and protect the development of innovative teaching and
research at UCI.
Highly paid administrators at the
UCI Medical Center are given
$100,000 raises in salary during the
budget crisis in 1993. Retirement
perks are given to former chancellors. Labor lawsuits, run into the
billions because UCI's labor relations specialists violate HEERA and
then cover up wrong doing. Meanwhile, this task force continues to
recommend contracting out the heart
of our workforce in the name of

budgetary constraint. The e ·
nation of a few highly-paid
ministrators would more th
cover this budget crunch.
Recommending the possib ·
ity of contracting campus se
vices without producing any ·
of fiscal or needs analysis in
cates the lack of concern that
task force has for real chang
The report is not thoughtful
thorough, as stated by L. De
Smith, former executive vice
chancellor and Eric Stanbridg
chair of the Academic Senate.
is, in fact, an embarrassment
the university that reflec
management's ignorance of
conditions and needs of the U
faculty and staff. Clearly, the
ready overworked, lowest pai
staff have been carrying the lar
est burden by literally keepin
the university running.
Academic excellence ha
without question, taken a bac
seat to management's overind
gence. The order of importan
should be faculty and studen
The entire report needs input fro
real people such as the studen
union representatives, taxpaye
and UCI's workforce!
The University of Califomi
Irvine Labor Coalition oppose
contracting out. We demand th
our right to "meet and confe
regarding changes in workin
conditions be honored. We abho
the lack of ethics exhibited b
management. We strenuous!
object to the decline in quality o
service that will be provided t
the student body as a result o
such administrative actions. Wi
a student fee increase to $4,34
for the 1994-95 school year, th
reduction of faculty and stafl
means that students will be pay
ing more and getting less. The
Labor Coalition supports the stu
dent body. We reject the conclusion of both the Academic and
Non-Academic Task Force reports. Enactment will lead to the
decline in quality of university
life and educational experience.
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ask Forces: Smith's running joke ends with deans

:NAVARRETE

'he university has been caught
1aradox: we all looked forward
:fresh leadership of anew chanr, but it ended up not being her
:rship that we have had to deal
ifonly because those task forces
started by then Executive Vice
1cellor L. Dennis Smith and
iemic Senate Chair Eric
Jridge, before Wilkening offi' came on as chancellor. By
ng her in this position, they premined the parameters of the
:rshipthatshe, or any other chan[, would have brought in to the
ersity. And now that Smith is
:, and Stanbridge is out of the
1emic Senate (his tenn is over at
:nd of this year), it is up to the

1k force takes a narrow

spective

hange is not to be feared, but
~to be thoughtful and based on
ed priorities. The mission of the
rersity as defined by the nonemic task force and at task force
1ssions conveys an extremely
>w orientation.
n orientation that not only emizes graduate studies and re:h but excludes all other student
tlations (the majority of the stus, the undergraduates) and stupriorities (student services and
1uality of student life).
be non-academic task force,
1gh composed ofpeople of integmade the following assump-

s:

ton-academic = non-essential
irivatization = profit
.cademicians =possess expertise
tudent affairs
:ducation = only takes place in
sroom
~a Student Affairs officer, my
: obligation is to the students. I
:erely think we must carefully
sider the value of Student Affairs
~tructuring the university.
IDen Schlosser
;rodent Affairs Officer, ASUCI

rersity also includes
igion

chancellor to take the lead on something she never started. Particularly
now that current Acting Executive .
Vice Chancellor Spencer Olin has
pulled out of the race for that position, Wilkening will definitely be on
her own.
However, even that assumption
cannot be made so soon, because
from this moment on, we can no
longer fool ourselves; we must realize
that the real power on the campus
lies with the deans. Our fight is not
withDr. Cicerone,Dr. Parker,orany
of the members of the Task Forces,
even though it may have seemed as
such at the ASUCI town hall meeting,
where students furiously hurled
questions and comments -where it,
moreover, became apparent that
Cicerone and Parker, by the inept

in regards to ethnic studies? Why
else would the recommendations
propose to place Interdisciplinary
Studies under the firm control of the
deans? Was it not clear at last year's
ASUCI dean's forum that the deans
of this campus show complete disregard for important undergraduate issues?
And how else could L. Dennis
Smith, after having received a vote
of no-confidence on behalf of the
deans, be named president of the
University of Nebraska? Smith most
likely promised them that he would
leave them in charge, and that he did.
Although it may seem that the chancellor is on her own, the truth is that
it is the deans that have not yet shown
all of the cards they hold.
We as students should directly

challenge them to finally lay all of
their cars on the table, and stop displaying facades - in the form of
task forces, recommendations ,
Parker, Cicerone, campus wide deliberation, etc. - and deal with us
face to face.
We should further demand that
the current process, which is merely
a political maneuver constructed by
Smith and the deans, be thrown out,
and that the chancellor and the Academic Planning Council come up
with a new, inclusive way of dealing
with the "worst budget crisis since
the Great Depression," one assessment of Parker's that does ring true.

Jose Navarrete is the Administrative Affairs V.P. of ASUCI and a
junior in Spanish literature

LETTERS
ebrating diverse cultural interests.
(Keep in mind that many of those
cultural dances and songs had a "religious" base and origin and probably retain such a sense.) I doubt Ms.
Calkins would cite these celebrations as a dangerous mixing of religion/culture and state.
If we should object to a brainwashing "religious" imperialism
sprouting up at our school because of
this cultural event, why not object to
the vendor fairs we have once or
twice a quarter on the ring mall which
do nothing if not hypnotiz.e a large
portion of the student body with that
self-absorbing, self-effacing crime
of buying and selling. I hear no one
declaiming the capitalist "propaganda" our school thus engages in.
I have no stake in activities such
as Christ Awareness Week, nor am I
interested in them the least bit, but
such publicity and promotion of a
cultural event by a public university
deserves praise. It illustrates a refusal to deny the cultural heritage of
a particular group among others. We
are a secular society, and being so,
we must in the public sphere keep a
distance between matters of religion
and state. This does not mean we
should close our minds to diversity.
We need more different ideas, not
fewer. If we as a country, as a culture
keep narrowing our scope of ideas to
include only those which are acceptable and inoffensive to everyone we
will devolve into a collection of cowering, prideless misfits.
I hope we see more shows of
cultural diversity on our campus in
thefuture-maybeevenmoreabout
that capit~sm thing.
John Herrera
Junior, drama and English

fennifer Calkins' remarks in the
~. 11 New University criticizing
campus support and publicity for
istAwareness Week demonstrate
ill-informed
typical,
rowmindedness of today's edu:d secular culttire. Ms.Calkins
Bthe event an" obvious violation
lleseperation of church and state,"
cites the university's "inherent GO! charged with
regard of any other religious excluding other religions
ws." And so it is, if one retains so
I am thrilled to see religion celrow and pedantic a definition of
ligion."
ebrated here on the campus. College
Religion is a cultural phenom- campuses are truly the crucible of
modem thought and we shouldn't
11 like democratic election, ethfolkdancing, or Disneyland. It is even consider gagging any group no
lltement of values and concerns matter how diverse their opinion.
1bigh or low character, and UCI is Christians have just as much right to
freedom of speech as GLBSU or
ma site of such phenomena.
Take for example the cultural fairs . YAF. By allowing one group of stuhave during each quarter eel- dents to voice their opinion on their

1

fashion in which they answered
questions, are not the true architects
of these documents.
Ultimately, it will be the deans
that will make the decisions on this
campus. Why else would the content
of the recommendations not attack
any of their budgets? Why else did
the recommendations say, in fact,
that deans :Should be included in the
chancellor's executive management
group (clearly in a way in which to
further gamer power from the chancellor)? Why else would the recommendations suggest to remove Anne
Spence's position, when it is common knowledge that the deans have
wanted her out for the longest time?
Why else would there be complete
neglect of undergraduate education
and no concrete, substantive support

way of life and denying another group
because they believe their life is centered on Jesus the Christ, is frightening.
Jennifer Calkins, in her letter dated
Apr. 11, stated that she is "extremely
disappointed that a public university
... would allow a religious celebration to become a 'campuswide' student activity." Indeed, she should be
grateful that all of us students have
the right to express our opinions
freely. This right guaranteed in the
First Amendment should NEVER
be taken away by z.ealous secularists
closing their mind to any possibility
of a Supreme Being.
But my indignation doesn't end
there. GO!, while I will respect their
right to their belief in God to my
death bed, has absolutely no authority to call itself an organizing committee of anything but itself. As a
three year president of the LatterDay Saints Student Association on
campus, I have never been ap;.
proached by any member of GO!
aboutouropinionsonanything. None
of the other Christian student clubs I
know of have had any significant
dialog either. Fr. Patrick Philbin, the
Catholic Chaplain, was concerned,
stating that "The largest Christian
group on campus has never been a
part of their organizing committee in
spite of the fact that it has been known
to be involved fully in the Interfaith
Center."
GO' s mission statement claims
that their purpose here on the UC
Irvine campus is ''To unify the ChristianBody of Christ at UCI." Well, as
Nancy Jenks, the executive director
of the Interfaith Center has said,
"They certainly have not done that
by eliminating the Christian groups
that are affiliated with the Interfaith
Center-the largest Christian groups
on the campus - and many other Christian groups." She went on to
say, "GO has purposefully excluded
many Christian groups including
groups from Interfaith."
The Interfaith Center isn't a po.:
litical front like some other groups, it
is a legitimate sanctuary on our own
campus. It doesn't exclude people
for theological or political reasons, it
caters to all religions. Some of the
diverse faiths that frequent the Inter-

faith center are Catholic, Episcopal,
Jewish, Mormon, Bahai, Moslem,
Pagan, Lutheran, Greek Orthodox,
Intervarsity, Baptist and other nondenominational Christian groups,
and yes, even some of the groups that
are represented by GO! We are preparing a letter to be sent to Randy
Lewis, director of Student Activities, and to GO! describing our feelings on this matter:
To: Randy Lewis, director of Student Activities
cc: GO! Organizing Committee
Re: Statement of non-affiliation
with GO!
Date: 14 April, 1994
We, the undersigned official
Christian student groups on the UC
Irvine Campus, state the following:
1) GO! cannot legitimately call
itself an organizing committee representative of all Christian groups on
the UCI campus.
2) We, the undersigned are not
members of any GO! organizing
committee and never have been.
3) GO! represents only one perspective in the broad spectrum of
Christian religious beliefs:
Canterbury Club (Episcopal)
Korean Catholic Community
Latter-Day Saint Student Association
Search (Vietnamese Catholic
Community)
University Catholic Community
(Newma.~ Club)
Calkin also stated in her letter that
our "school should not embrace any

single religious belief." Indeed, U CI
hasn't embraced any religious belief
at all. If you recall, ASUCI last year
decided not to financially back any
religious or political clubs (they get
to detennine the definitions of who
is a religious or political club).
I firmly believe that high moral
beliefs founded on God and religion
are vital in solving many of our current social problems. In order to get
necessary changes and tolerance, we
as Christian and other religions may
need a. organizing voice, but as Father Pat said, "let ·us designate our
own representative''. This voice,
however, needs to be comprised of a
cross section of beliefs and religions,
Christian and otherwise. As Reverend Sarah Koelling, the Episcopal
Chaplain said, "GO represents one
perspective in the broad spectrum of
Christian belief."
While we as Christians and other
religions may differ in our theologies, we need to be united in our
efforts to make the world and campus a better place to live and learn.
We need to learn tolerance and respect for others instead of discrimination. Especially as Christians, who
claim to follow the teachings ofJesus
the Christ, we need to love our neighbor as ourselves.
Michael Sorensen
President of Latter Day Saints
Student Association
Graduate student, electrical and
computer engineering
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met Opie!
Remember him? He was the
red-haired, freckled boy on the
Andy Griffith Show. Then he became our model boy of '50s in
Happy
Days
as
Richie
Cunningham.
Today, Ron Howard is one of the
most successful directors in Hollywood. With such big box office hits
as Backdraft and Parenthood,
Howard has established himself as
an accomplished actor and director.
His latest film, The Paper, demonstrates his ability to create truthful,
humorous movies out of the most
simple situations.
In a recent interview with several
college newspapers, Howard discussed aspects of bis growing career as a director ...
Q: Your first appearance in a film
was when you were 18 months old.
Do your parents regret putting you
in the business?
A: It has all worked out so well
that they don't have any regrets, but
as a kid actor, I remember, as far
back as I can remember, I was being asked if I actually wanted to do
it. At five or six, I was being given
a choice. I loved it. I'm just one of
those lucky people. I stumbled into
something that I knew I wanted to
do for the rest of my life at a very
early age.
Q: When did you first realize that
you wanted to direct?
A: I knew when I was a kid. By
the time I was in my mid-teens I
was completely obsessed. It was
pretty much what I thought about
all the time.
Q: Did you ever direct any episodes of Happy Days?
A: No, I never did. We had a great
director, Jerry Perish, who did almost all of the episodes. I thought
of him periodically when I was doing The Paper because he could
stage people and get that motion
going. It really affected what I was
doing. There are times when I
would think about his techniques,
approach and how much he would
have enjoyed worked with a set like
The Paper.
Q: Your first feature film was
Grand Theft Auto in 1978. Can you
tell us your experiences from that?
A: Well, it was a Roger Corman
movie. Corman taught me simple
fundamentals, like "try to stay off
your feet so that you can make good
decisions in the last half hour of the
day". He taught me to use the audience previews in a constructive
way. What he way saying was to
make the experience move for the
audience. He was instilling a sense
of tempo and rhythm, [while at the
same time] including the audience 's
experience in the conscious process
[of] editing the movie. I believe in
that approach. The fundamentals
that I learned making that movie I
still consciously apply, particularly
when it comes to action.
You choose a subject as a kind of

expression of yourself that your
going to spend a year on. It is your
life. There will be some areas that
will be interesting and will have
something to say. This is your vision. Tell the story. After that, you
want to start thinking about the audience.
Q: How do you feel about violent films, like the action-thriller
genre?
A: One of my favorite movies of
the year was True Romance. The
acting was great. It was really well

executed and was violent in places.
I don't know how to quite reconcile that myself. But when I go into
a movie, I stop analyzing it. I just
go with it. If the movie carries me
away then I'm there with it. That
movie did.
Q: Would you like to start working in terms of those films?
A: Well, that's probably not a
tone I would go with. Backdraft
was kind of violent and intense in
places. I thought Good Fellows was
a perfect example of a really vio-

INTERVIEW

lent movie that was absolutely appropriate. I could see myself approaching violence in that way.
I really go on a movie by movie
basis. I know there are patterns, but
as an actor, I always feared being
type cast. I always told myself that
I would choose a career that would
display as much range as possible.
My next movie is basically a docudrama. It is about the Apollo 13
mission as a failed mission [which]
is going to be very factual and a
challenge for me. I'm just trying to
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do what I think is called for in a
movie.
Q: Do you like doing fantasy
plots, like Cocoon or Splash?
A: Yes, I do.
Q: Do you prefer them more than
the realzsm ofThe Paper?
A: I really like the realism of The
Paper. It was really fun for me. It
was probably the most realistic and
sophisticated of the movies in tem1s
of the tone.
Q: You were involved in journalism in high school?
A: I was co-editor of the paper.
Q: You didn't want to pursue
that?
A: I did kind of want to pursue
it, but I wanted to pursue film more .
When I went USC ac; a film major,
you had to be a journalism major
to write for the school paper. You
couldn't just breeze in there. i had
to cut my time, but I have missed
it. Getting to hang around the news
room [to do research for The Paper] was kind of living out a fantasy. I found it fascinating, exciting and addictive. I wound up doing alot more research and pouring
more hours into [the film] than 1
probably needed to for practical
standpoint. But it was great and
exciting.
Q: All of the actors in The Paper
are well rounded and seem realistic. Do you think the fi Im could have
had more of an effect without such
an e>.perienced cast?
A: I don't think so. Alot of tbings
I have learned is to trust the actors.
Get actors to take [parts who] fu11y
realize the material and go beyond
the [script]. In every case we have
that caliber of an actor.
Q: Describe your relationship
with Michael Keaton.
A: We have worked really well
together. It has been a really interesting last twelve months in the
market place for him. [The Paperl
is the third film I have directed him
in. He is incredibly talented. He has
all kinds of range and is really beginning to display it. I love the way
he looks at a scene and sort of challenges the material in a really exciting y.tay. He may not articulate it
well, but once he gets it up on its
feel, it just starts to take it's shape.
When he is not ad-libbing, I get out
the cattle prod. He is brilliant. He
is now a well rounded enough actor that he can take a very simple,
dramatic scene and not change a
word. But his improvisational talent will have a positive impact. He
still allows his mind freedom and
as a director I keep encouraging him
to add little details and ideas.
Q: In what ways do you think that
television and! or video are a forum
for your expression and ideas?
A: One nice thing that is kind of
happening is home video and this
future that everybody is predicting,
which I believe in. [There will be]
not actually 500 hundred channels

See OPIE, page 06
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UCI dancers dance to stories
Kinetic Connections draws people together
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Susie Vera and Anthony Hernandez struggle through their relationship as Gwendolyn Watson plays her cello.
was lost.
After "Sanctus" however, the
show jolted awake with "Programmatic", a heart pounding depiction
of life in the coiporate fast track.
In suit-like costumes, Mark
Hagerman and Edward Johnson
spun about as alter-ego personalities trapped in a world detached
from them. Hagerman, who also
choreographed the piece, brought
tremendous energy and technique
to the thought-provoking subject.
"Autumn", one of the more lighthearted pieces of the evening, created a collage of color and music
that summoned up all the sensual
images of the fall.
"Life", a four part piece, followed. Set to spiritual hymns and
the sound of rain, "Life" explored
themes of survival and endurance.
In a particularly memorable
dance called "Redemption", Barbara Bean and Sandra Gutierrez
appeared in angelic white, holding
candles and drawing a veil of peace
over the stage.
The atmosphere didn't last.
Ginny White's "Manic Episodes"
tore apart the tranquillity with the
dramatic portrait of an abusive re-

Annie Hughes

STAFF WAITER

ancers tell stories with their
DWhether
bodies.
or not those stories in-

jure, caress, or even affect an audience depends upon the beauty of the
choreography, the skill of the dancers and their spirit - the element
that unites the dancer with the
dance.
Kinetic Connections, the annual
dance concert presenting works
from UCI graduate student choreographers awed this year's audience
with all of this and more.
From the heartbreaking depiction
of violent relationships to the joyful celebration of change, these
pieces told stories. They communicated. And by their nature they were
unforgettable.
The concert began with
"Sanctus", a free form piece that
was the only weak link of the show.
Set against a purple background
and ethereal music, dancers executed rather sloppy grand jetes,
landing heavily on their feet. The
dance came across more as
themeless than abstract, and impact
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PACKAGE TOURS

HONOLULU

5 NIGHTS PLUS AIRFARE & TRANSFERS

$399

CABO SAN LUCAS

3 NIGHTS PLUS AIRFARE 8c TRANSFERS

$267

CANCUN

3 NIGHTS PLUS AIRFARE & TRANSFERS

$548

LOS ANGELES
321E.2ND ST. #204
L.A., CA 90012

(213) 613-0943

ORANGE COUNTY
688 WEST BAKER ST, #3
COSTA MESA, CA 92628

(714) 688·1175

lationship. Striking and frightening,
the piece was danced to perfection.
The music shifted from a volatile love theme to a sickening
pounding that was accompanied by
visual images of rape and violence.
The dance stayed on the stage
after the dancers were gone.
Although almost all pieces and
performances were excellent, the
very best was, without a doubt,
"Baggage" by Dana Parker.
Innovative, hilarious and loaded
with innuendo, "Baggage" takes an
honest laugh at the nature of relationships.
The piece featured a talented, live
cellist, Gwendolyn Watson, who
improvised her musical sound in a
fresh different style that matched
the choreography.
Dancers Susie Vera and Anthony
Hernandez danced with sensitivity
and expertise that enchanted their
watchers with laughter while telling a great story.
Good storytelling draws people
together, and in its entirety, Kinetic
Connections accomplishes this. The
strength of the production was its
ability to relate depth and emotion
to the audience without a word.

This week in the UCI Fine Arts Gallery works by Eva Cockcroft and
Pat Ward Williams will be featured along with other pieces by UCI
artists. Pictured from top to bottom: "Venice Beach; Hats &Flowers"
by Cockroft and "Too much Coffee at Work" by Williams. Gallery opening will be Tues. Apr. 19 at 6 p.m.
Photos by Son DanwNew University

Have a Probletn. with UCI?!?
Don't just bitch about it!
Get involved in
Student Governtnent and be p art
of the solution!

Applications available in
ASUCI all this week
2nd Floor of Student Center
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Ned gives musical advice
Ned Raggett

STAFF WRITER

A Fate Worse than A Fate
Worse than Death
The Affected
Frontier

There are good Australian musicians (Nick Cave), bad ones (INXS,
nowadays) and ones who are just
sort of there. This trio falls into the
last category. Fate collects a variety of tracks for American release,
but while at its best the Affected can
sound like a rough version of Redd
Kross, a good chunk of the time the
songs are just competent, punk/barband rock. Nice cover of "Jenny/
867-5309", though.

You're Not Alone
Black Train Jack
Roadrunner

This second album by Black
Train Jack starts off as basic enough
punk rock stuff, nothing devotees
of bands like the Descendents or
Minor Threat or the like haven't
heard about eight thousand times
before.
But near the end of Alone, such
songs as "Regrets" and "The Rea-
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Ouique
Seefeel

Astrelwerks

With all the rock groups around
these days which h~ve retreated into
reactionary musical approaches,
serving up yet another yawnsome
rehash of punk or metal or what-
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EURDPASS SIBB
Youth fares for ages 25 and umler. Slightly
more for fall fart . Other passes also available

DISCDU•T AIRFARES
Savings on roundtrip to one city or arrival
and departure through different cities.
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ever, let us salute some pioneers.
Seefeel is definitely on the cutting edge. Quique, pronounced
'keek', is an hour's worth of songs
whose apparently minimal feel covers a fascinating range of influences, from Brian Eno and the
Aphex 1\vin (who collaborated with
the band on a previous single) to
Steve Reich and John Cage .
With Sarah Peacock's quiet,
beautiful vocals as an occasional
overlay, Seefeel creates such liquid
treasures as "Climatic Phase 3 ",
"Imperial" and the album 's high
point, "Plainsong". Incredible.

Matter of lime
Syn

Clear View

Every so often this L.A. quartet
provides a song on its debut album
which catches the ear, such as the
title track and "Hey John", the latter an interesting though at times
perhaps overly derivative salute to
John Lennon.
But for the most part, Matter of
Time is nothing special, a 'classic'
rock album in the vein of Bob Seger
or, dare I say it, Pearl Jam. Not my
cup of tea.

$55:001
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Carlton at the MARKETPLACE
4255 Campus Drive
Across from UCI
Next to Trocodero
Irvine CA

3 Countries
5-Day Flexipass

(714) 854-0200

Capitol

Also known as Paul McCartney,
here anonymously collaborating
with Youth, a fellow Brit known for
his production skills and various
connections to the modem dance/
techno world. Youth's influence is
the most noticeable thing on the
nine lengthy instrumental pieces
which form Strawberries.
While not as truly stunning or
groundbreaking as such acts like the
Aphex 1\vin or Mixrnaster Morris,
it's still miles better than anything
else McCartney does these days.
Good for those quiet times.
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EURAILPASS 8255

Travel Travel at the Marketplace
4255 Cam pus Drive

Strawberries Oceans Ships
Forest
The Fireman

0

We specialize in student and faculty travel
to Europe!
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son" have a nicely anthemic power
to them. Not absolutely essential,
but more memorable than some.
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Discount Available to UCI Students only with ID.

Offers 'Valid 'Witli Participating S tyfists

Services Are Performed.

Certain Restrictions Apply.

CALL 856-3134••••

MA"ITER

OF

DEGREES

c::~~=================~~CGI has a 25-year history of preparing successful leaders in the mental health field. Our recognized
degrees meet the educational requirements for California Licenses in Psychology and MFCC.

DEGREE PROGRAMS OFFERED:
MA, PhD, and PsyD in ·Psychology; and in
Psychoanalysis; and in Marriage, Family, Child Therapy.

CERTIFICATES OF SPECIALIZATION IN:

Psychoanalysis; Behavioral Medicine; Chemical Dependency Treatment; Victims
& Perpetrators of Violent Crime; Clinical Practice & Managed Health Care.

Introducing Ou_r Personalized Privileges Program

• Personal Student Mentors
• Individual, On-Going Academic Advisement

• Monthly Meetings on Practical Issues
• Internships and Individual Supervision

An Excellent Education For Those Who Qualify
1100 Glendon A venue
W .Los Angeles, CA 90024
(310) 208-4240

1122 E. Lincoln A venue
Nonprofit, Nonsectarian, Nondiscriminatory

Orange, CA 92665
(714) 637-5404
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Threesome
reveals
two's
UCI Film Society
offers sensuality company, three's a crowd
Jennifer Battin

H

ighlighting the erotic,
senual and historically significant, the UCI Film Society
launches the third feature in its
series "Off the Beaten Path" with
the Zhang Yimou directorial debut, Red Sorghum .
Following the two successful
showings of Fellini's 8 112 and
Itami 's The Funeral, Red Sorghum will screen this Friday
night.
Featured in Mandarin with English subtitles, the picture was a
huge box office success in China
and the first place winner of the
1989 Berlin Film Festival.
Under the guidance of Alice
Parsons, the UCI manager of
cultural events, the five student
co-producers have included Red
Sorghum in the ten part series to
emphasize the exotic and obscure.
A visual study in the mystical
relationship between the Earth
and its inhabitants, the Film
Society's latest offering is a
choice perfectly suited to this
quarter's theme.
Perhaps best remembered for
his later artistic success in Raise
the Red Lantern and Ju Dou,
Yimou is a former Red Guard
who, following the Cultural
Revolution in China, attended
the Beijing Film Institute.
Yunou 's debut feature is a provocative interpretation of the
Shandong Province on the eve of
the Japanese invasion of the later
1930s.

The film focuses on the tenderness shared between a sedanchair carrier and a young woman
on the brink of discovering her
own sexuality as she is transported across the dangerous regions of the Middle Kingdom.
The majority of the film
takes place in an isolated region where the couple settles
near a group of men who are
the creators of the celebratory
and enchanting red sorghum
wine.
Their lives are brewed
around the activities of eating,
working, lovemaking and revenge.
Wine, a solar eclipse, butchered animals, human beings and
the starlc landscape draped in red
highlight the screen with powerful images of violence and
death.
Flooded with symbols and
metaphors, these scenes are often too rich for the audience to
digest.
"We hope that [the] artistic
and cross-cultural nature of these
films will hopefully appeal to the
university community as Red
Sorghum and the majority of
films we feature are unavailable
on videocassette," commented
Alice Parsons.

The UC! Film Society brings
cult favorites during Spring
quarter to the Crystal Cove Auditorium Friday nights at 7 and
9 p.m. Admission for UC! students is $2. For more info. call
Alice Parsonsat(714)856-5588.
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Ned Raggett

STAFF WRITER

D Threesome

escribing the new movie
as a sex comedy
with intellectual pretensions might
seem a bit much. For a start, there's
not much to get intellectual about.
Set at an unnamed college which
suspiciously resembles UCLA,
Threesome's plot revolves around
what happens when two roommates, jock/business student Stuart
(Stephen Baldwin) and the more
self-conscious and sensitive Eddie (Josh Charles) :·:·:-:-:-:=:·:-:·>=·:<-:-:-:

a puzzled Eddie reads her some
Nathaniel Hawthorne, Threesome
leaves very_little to chance.
Once a 'funny' situation starts,
you know how it's going to end few jokes actually come out and
surprise you.
As for drama, though there are,
again, some moments of genuine
tenderness and feeling between the
three as they work through their
increasingly problematic relationship, they come few and far between in the course of the film.
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touch.
Charles, meanwhile, tends to resort to long-suffering looks too
much at times, though this does
work for certain moments.
There are also some characters
who provide good fodder for throwaway jokes, including two dorm
front deskers who relentlessly spy
on the building's inhabitants and a
sleazy date of Alex's who wants to
talk to her "in the international language of love."
But therein lies the crux of the
problem - the script relies too much on casual
humor and forced situations to move the plot
along, resulting in an ultimately unsatisfying
film.
One notable aspect of
the movie is its , if you '11 excuse
the expression, alternative
soundtrack. With such artists as
Duran Duran, Bryan Ferry, U2 and
General Public, Threesome is scattered with some nice offerings.
There is a great Curve piece on the
soundtrack as well, but due to limited space, Epic Soundtrax had to
leave it off.
Unfortunately, because of poor
editing or lack of a volume button,
most of these great songs can easily pass by unnoticed.
But not to worry, because you can
run right out and buy it on sale. It is
available everywhere.
And yes, the main characters do
indeed get into an actual 'threesome' at two separate times, though
that's hardly a reason for shelling
out full price to see this (especially
since you can get even better 'threesomes' at your local video store).

~~::::::: 111111•111111111111111
good sequence between
Alex and an administrator when the
former tries to get out of the suite;
unfortunately, that scene is one of
the few funny parts in the film
which can't seem to telegraph the
punchline to the audience from a
mile off.
Threesome derives its drama
from a twist on the tried and true
love triangle formula.
While Stuart has fallen for Alex,
and Alex for Eddie, Eddie himself
is "sexually ambivalent towards
girls", to use his words. Instead, the
increasing focus of his attention is
Stuart.
While this is nicely emblematic
of how major studios are starting
to include gay and bisexual characters in prominent roles, the film
doesn't live up to its potential.
When trying to convey some humor, as when Alex proceeds to have
an orgasm on a library table while

Such moments do stand out well
- especially effective is a scene
where a somewhat drunk Eddie
tries to seduce Stuart - but in the
main, this is because much of the
movie cries out for such careful
balances of humor and more serious undertones.
The three actors actually do
rather fine jobs with the characters
provided.
Baldwin actually convinced me
that he was a twenty-year-old, backwards-baseball-cap
wearing
undergrad.
His moments of more physical
comedy worked very well, especially a scene where he breathlessly
describes the joys of heterosexual
sex to Eddie.
Boyle's unlucky-at-love Alex
provides a good counterpart to her
Twin Peaks role, exchanging restraint for a more temperamental
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Make dining at Cafe Fleuri an experience worth repeating over and over
with our frequent diner program. With your Club La Rotisserie card, you can
accumulate bonus points each time you choose to enjoy our fabulous
la Rotisserie buffet. You'll become eligible for a variety of exciting awards,
including free lunches, dinners, Sunday Brunches, or desserts.
Ask your Cafe Fleuri server or call Le Meridien to enroll today.
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MERI DIEN

Just show your UCI picture l.D. &C.V. l.D. before purchase &receive a 20% discount
on your purchase. Having a party? Ask us about our great party subs!
Limit: Puchase of one footlong sub, chips, & soda per l.D. Not
good in combination with any other offer.
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The New University is currently
accepting suf?missions for new
regular comics. For more
information, call Leslie or Aaron at
856-4286.
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Young Dubliners create new sensation
Jason Gurvitz
STAFF WRITER

T

he Irish are on the verge of
adding another prodigy to their
already impressive collection.
From the country that bas provided the world with the likes of
U2, Van Morrison, Elvis Costello
and Sinead O'Connor come The
Young Dubliners, with the debut six
song BP "Rocky Road" released
Feb. 15 on Scotty Brothers
Records.
The "Dubs", coined by the fans
have played the L.A. club circuit for
the past five years with the leadership of co-founders Keith Roberts
and Paul 0 'Toole. Before playing
the most recent Tower Records in
Torrance and The Wherehouse, the
Dubs already had a large following.
Roberts, the lead vocalist recalled
the band's beginning:
"We'd get these white faced girls
dressed in black who would follow
us around and make earrings out of
our guitar picks. They thought we
were this alternative grunge band
when all we were doing was playing traditional Irish ballads."
The Dubs were introduced to
KROQ listeners this past St.
Patricks Day. The band bid farewell
to L. A. at The Strand in Redondo
Beach and headed off to Aspen,
Colorado to begin a three leg tour
of the western U.S.
The group will be back in L.A.
May 13-19 at the Fair City Irish pub
in Santa Monica, which Roberts
owns.
Billboard featured the Dubs as
one of the hottest up-and-coming
artists in the alternative genre. The
album begins with "Rocky Road to
Dublin", the anthem of an Irish folk

experience which has created a
unique sound of jig-inspiring selection of Irish influenced rock; but it
doesn't stop there.
The band is basking in the alternative sunshine with its Haywardesque sounds of "Last House on the
Street", co-written by Roberts and
O'Toole, and "Black and White".
These two tracks offer listeners a

debonair contemporary sound with
a Celtic edge. The songs are representative of the band as its members have tried to maintain a certain feeling.
"Our songs have traditionally
been 'up'," Roberts said.
The sure to be acclaimed
"Enough is Enough" varies from
the band's traditional representa-

tions but only adds to the quality of
the album.
"We don't all share the same
opinion but we wanted to say what
we felt as one - to tell the British
government to listen to its citizens,"
Roberts said, referring to the continuing social and political obstacles England is facing with Ireland The band members claim their

success won't end after one popular song.
"We are never going to stop just
because [Last House] was successful," Roberts said.
For all the present and prospective fans, try to see the Young
Dubliners while it's still free because the group is a growing sensation.

LIVE ON CAMPUS NEXT YEAR!
RESERVE YOUR SPACE IN A ...
RESIDENCE HALL, ACADEMIC THEME HOUSE, OR APARTMENT
SOME OF THE ADVANTAGES:
- NO COMMUTING HASSLES
WALK TO CLASS
- EXCITING PROGRAMS AND ACTIVITIES
- SAFE ENVIRONMENT
CLOSE TO LIBRARY AND STUDENT CENTER
- MAKE FRIENDS AND HA VE FUN!
Undergraduate housing contracts for the 1994-95 academic year will be available at the following locations April
8 through April 22:

IF YOU WANT
TO LIVE IN

Go To

MESA COURT

Mesa Court

April 8-22

Housing Administrative Service >.

MIDDLE EARTH

Middle Earth

April 8-22

Housing Administrative

CAMPUS
VILLAGE

Campus Village

April 8-22

Housing Administrative Services

GROUP
HOUSING*

Group Housing

April 8-22

Housing Administrative Service>.

Pick Ur:! Contract

Return Completed Contract To

Service ~

Contracts must be submitted with a reservation fee to Housing Administrative Services at the corner of Berkeley
and Pereira by 5:00 p.m. on Friday, April 22, 1994. Students must come in person to submit their contract
and present a picture l.D. and current registration card (students may not submit contracts on behalf of anotheL
student).

GROUP HOUSING is still accepting interest applications for Academic Theme Houses.

Interest
applications are still available at Housing Administrative Services and Group Housing. Pick yours up and
complete it today!

*

Only stude nts pre-approved for residency may pick up their contracts Call Group Hous ing at 725-4565 to c heck on 1hc status of your inlcrcst applical ion
or for additional information.
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continued from page Q 1
but one channel. You just punch up
whatever you want. That is something I have been looking forward
to for a long time. It is perhaps talcing a little bit of th~ pressure off of
[an] actual release. It really used to
be that a movie opened, it closed
and was gone. The next place it
would be seen would be on television hacked up with commercials.
Now, if you can get your movie out
into the market place and there is
something to be said for it, it will
find an audience. On the creative
side, that is soothing. As a business
man, it doesn't make much difference because it doesn't help that
much. If the movie is going to be a
financial hit, it has to show those
signs. That is how it is with most
movies. Yet some movies are so-so
and wind up doing really well later
in other markets.
Q: Would you want to show one
of your films on. pay for view before it came out?
A: Yes, I would. I'm not to hung
up on the presentation, as long it is
a quality presentation. I am not into
appearance.

Q: What about the theater experience?
A: I love it. It means alot to me,
but my preference wouldn't be to
make movies that never show on
TV. If you could do a pay for view
situation, and in a way it would almost be like a sneak preview and
the studio could make back a big
portion of its investment in one
shot. While it may limit your theatrical release a little bit, I don't believe it would wipe it out because
most people wouldn't be at home.
Q: Do you think the changing
market alters the way films are
made?
A: Right now you definitely can
.feel, if you want to think about it
negative way, that there is a glut in
the market place. That is the way
the investors look at it. For film
makers, it is great. You know more
movies. I think that in the end there
is going to be more and more diversity and that is going to make
the budgets go down. Or studios
will continue to roll out each season movies that have a big shot at
being a break through, mainstream
movie. That is where they will have
to stand and take a big shot. Terminator 2 was the [type of film] they
would roll out. The [studios] invest
80 to 100 million dollars to domi-

nate the marketplace I think they
will do that because it is still going
to be important for studios to have
blockbusters. But I think they may
pull back away from blockbuster
mentality on a broad scale.
Q: It seems like film students are
losing sense of the importance of
education. They watch all of your
films, other great director's works
and because they have a vision, they
think they are ready to tell a story.
A: There is always going to be
trends~ Somebody will come along
and make a great small movie and
everyone will say we should be
making small movies. When your
a director and your young, your
views are going to reflect that sensibility. I think that is absolutely
okay. One thing about being a great
filmmaker is that it is a great life
experience. You have a chance to
explore alot of areas. The people
who work on movies are a very
eclectic and diverse group. They
represent alot of sensibilities and
cultures. Alot of time is spent and
you get to know people you
wouldn't really have and occasion
to really talk to. Just working on
movies is a bonding experience.
[Yet,] an education is invaluable. I
don't think that everyone can just
be a director.
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$$$ASTHMA STUDY$$$
ASTHMATICSAGE 18 YEARS AND OLDER
INTERESTED IN PARTICIPATING IN AN
ASTHMA RESEARCH STUDY SHOULD
,CALL THE ·OFFICES OF DRS. GALANT
AND LIN FOR FURTHER INFORMATION.
COMPENSATION WILL BE PROVIDED
FOR STUDY PARTICIPANTS.

CALL(114) 744-2773
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want an insurance policy on your A?

TUTORING CAN HELP!

THE INDIANS

HECTOR ZAZOU
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11.99 CD 7.99 CS

11.99 CD 7.99 CS

IN THE NAME OF THE
FATHER SDTK.

MEAT PUPPETS
•

THE INDIANS
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11.99 CD 7.99 CS

MEAT PUPPns
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MATTER OF TIME

TOO HIGH TO DIE
INCIUOfS "U.CKWATll.·

ANO BONUS ll·llCOIOID VIUION Of "LllCE Of HU"

Intensive Problem Solving Clini~s
"UCI's Best-Kept Tutorial Secret"
Spring 1994 Schedule

•

Chem sic

Mon & Wed, 8-9:30 pm

11.99 CD 7.99 CS

11.99 CD 7.99 CS

; .1 1.99 CD 7.99 CS

Physics 3C

T~es & ,Thurs,

MATHEW SWEET

SARAH McLACHLAN

VARGA

8-9:30 pm

VA~GA

THREE HOURS PER WEEK, $110.00 PER QUARTER
>
>

Fealurtng GREED

U3

and ·FREEZE DON T MOVE

TOTALSATISFACTIONGUARANTEE
TRY YOUR FIRST SESSION FREE

FUMBLING
TOWARDS
ECSTASY
lnclu~ts:

,OSSESSIOM
HlD Dll

Each student will receive a Replica Notes™ card to

CODD lllOUCN

obtain notes for any class offered!

MMaNelous album.

Sessions start Monday, April 4th in the Hyperleaming
Center in the Marketplace across from campus, cross the
·• · footbridge and tum right, we're near the post office.
: Call us to reser-Ve a space or just show up and sign up with _
·
•
• the instructor. Check it out! · ·

••

••

: . QUESTIONS? CALL US: .
: . ~fl .f* M".e·· c u· ..wlL· ·r'*
: ,Jfi.;fa!/f{J'~'

f'!!/!J=·~c~"'!J

M

11111-1994

714 725-9192 :
w
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11.99 CD 7.99 CS
OPEN SAM

:ro MIDNIGHT EVERYDAY!

11.99 CD 7r99 CS
sALE ENDs 4/30194

NOW OPEN!
TOWER
RECORDS
AT THE LAB ·

. WEST .HOLLYWOOD • WESTWOOD • TORRANCE • PASADENA
THOUSAND OAKS • WOODLAND HILLS • NORTHRIDGE • BREA
WEST COVINA• SHERMAN OAKS• COSTA ·MESA •TUSTIN
LAKEWOOD • ANAHEIM• EL TORO • MARINA DEL REY
TiiCUf~
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Monday 18
instrn&ttlJ"n
Free pool lessons offered at the

Anthill Pub & Grille, 7-8 p.m.

Tuesday 19
tutu re
"An Evening with a Filipino
American Author" features Professor of Asian American Studies Peter Bacho who will talk about his
first novel, Cebu. There will be a
booksigning after the lecture in UCI
Student Center Crystal Cove, 7 :30
p.m. Tickets are $5 general; $3 seniors, non-UCI students; no charge
for UCI faculty /staff, students with
valid identification.

Wednesday 20
re.1tA.in~
MFA Reading series presents
poetry by V. Penelope Pelizzon and
fiction by Tali Kaviani at Upchurch
Brown Booksellers (384 Forest
Ave,#15, LagunaBeach(714)4978373) at 8 p.m.

Thursday 21

WD-rk.s!t,IJ"p

t.e&tnre

"The Last Taboo ... Money!"
How to create a healthy relationship
with money features Marilyn August, M.S.Ed. and is presented by
the American Holistic Health Association at The Marketplace in the
Community Room (above the
Improv) 7:15-9p.m. (4255 Campus
Drive, Ste. 200, Irvine). There is no
charge, but a $5 donation is requested.

Global Peace and Conflict Studies presents UCI Professor of Politics and Society Rein Taagepera on
"Reconciliating Democracy and
Ethnocracy in the Baltic States" in
Social Science Tower, 220 from
3:30-5 p.m.

portunity to explore their career
options with a degree in Social
Ecology. UCI Student Center Monarch Bay A and B, 6:30-9:30 p.m.

Friday 22
A.is&n.s.si"n
An QPen discussion support
group for Asian American Women
will address issues such as self-esteem, family relationships, identity,

career goals and other pertinent topics for today's society. Featuring Dr.
Mary Ann Takemoto and Women's
Peer Counselor Ellen Lin, this event
will be held at the Women's Resource Center, 1-2:30 p.m.

A, rlt ni. It
Drama at UCI Stage I productions presents Shakespeare's farcical Measure for Measure directed
by Dudley Knight in the Fine Arts
Concert Hall, 7 p.m. Tickets are $14
general; $6 students. For more information, call Bren Events Center
(714) 856-5000 or Fine Arts Box
Office (714) 856-6616.

fitni.

UCI Film Society screens Red
Sorghum (China 1987) by director
Zhang Yimou in UCI Student Center Crystal Cove Auditorium, 7 and
9 p.m. Tickets are $4, general; $3
UCI faculty/staff, seniors; $2 UCI
students.

t-vlJ"rk.s lt,"P

The fifth annual Social Ecology
Career Nite gives students an op-

Greek Songfest '94 includes excerpts from Broadway musicals
performed by UCI fraternity and
sorority members to benefit Muscular Dystrophy. Bren Events Center, 7 p.m. Tickets are $10 to $14.
For more info., call the box office
at (714) 856-5000.

Saturday 23
A.r1tn-i.1t
Drama at UCI Stage I Productions presents Hamlet, Pr;nce of
Denmark under the direction of
Stephen M. Burdman in the Fine
Arts Concert ~2 p.m. Tickets
are $12, general; $11, senior citizens; $6, students. Call Bren Events
Center (714) 856-5000 or Fine Arts
Box Office (714) 856-6616.

Sunday 24
n-in.sic
1994 Showcase for Young Musicians concert features winners of
concerto competition, 3:30 p.m.,
Cheng Hall. Tickets are $25 general, $15 students. For more info.,
call (714) 854-4646.

-

Office of the Vice Chancellor-·
Student Affairs and CaIDpus Life

Electrolysis
Gent,~ CE.
Slnce 1983

OCeta COan

Physician
Recommended

'-.... c~;,
(
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Women
Disposable Probes

~Men&
~

CompHmentar?
1500n.
6freatment

:·

714 752 - 6444
Mastercard

a:

..

Visa

4630 Campus Dr. Newport Beach

Horace Mitchell is holding open office hours
with students for the Spring Quarter.
Paris $498.00
*FOr"e u rou..tltrlp, good for•--"""
Ta~ "ot l11elluled

bastul"" avtdlable space.

\Ve compare
all discount fares

EURAIL • BRITRAIL • student
discount tickets • student tours
international student ID cards
thh t 1
ds

Outroads Travel-ASUCI
Student Center-UCI M-F 9-5
(714) as5:.~231

I

You are invited to visit with the Vice
Chancellor -to share an idea, say hello or
discuss a concern.

When:

2:00 - 4:00 p.m.
Every Wednesday

Where:

405 Administration

OUTROADS is owned by

the Associated Students of UCI.

A member of USTN
University and Student Travel

No appointment necessary.
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The Berkeley Review's® MCA T preparatory course is not for everyone. Our program is
designed to give the student an intense yet thorough review for the f\1CAT. The type of
student we are looking for is one who is willing to put in that extra effort in order to
succeed in a highly competitive field. Ask yourself the following questions:
Are you willing to put quality and quantity time into your studies?
Bulk hours of studying are not enough to maximize your score. We believe that one
intense hour is better than two half-focused hours. Our materials and classes are designed
so that your time is spent efficiently.

@ Do you think that studying should be punishment or fun?
Relearning is enjoyable. It doesn't have to seem like a chore. We believe that information
is better understood and retained when you're wearing a smile.

@ Do you want to study at your conv,efti~e, or do ~u want your materials to be stored in
a locked room?

A locked room with limited hours and hundreds of people studying for any test--from the
MCAT to the dog catcher's licensing exam--is not ideal. What good are exams if you can't
have access to them at your convenience?

When is 2500 pages of material too much?
The most important reading you will do involves MCAT-style passages. Consequently, we .
have designed the bulk of our materials to contain MCAT-style passages with detailed

0

answers and explanations.

i

How important is motivation and discipline?

I

We believe that both positive reinforcement and a strict schedule are vital to your success.

!

co~rse

The Berkeley Review's® MCAT preparatory
begins on Saturday, May 21st. Don't I
take chances in your preparation. Enroll in a course that is motivating from start to I
finish. Enroll in a course filled with conceptual information- needed for the MCAT. Our i
materials are up-to-date and include the latest trends in the MCA T. Our instructors are I
all gifted teachers and will not hesitate to go the extra distance with you in your
preparation for this important exam. If you feel our approach is compatible with your
goals and preferred methods of studying, please give us a call for further details.
1

LEY
----""-R·E·V·l·E·

Specializing in MC~ Preparation

1-( 800 )-622-882 7

1·(80

-1'1

- BR

Enro11ment is limited and classes will be kept small. Don't be left out!

-.l-

The time has come to elect another fearless leader for the New University. Any UCI
student may apply for the position. Those interested must apply no later than 5:00 p.m.
on Friday, April 22. To apply or find out more information, contact John F. Ronan at 8564286 or come see him at the New University offices, located at 3100 Gateway Commons .
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The annual Editor in Chief election for the 1994-95 term will be held on Wednesday,
April 27 in Physical Sciences 290 from 5:30-7:30 p._
m . All editors, staff writers, photographers and layout artists, account executives, production personnel, computer operators and receptionists are allowed to vote and are strongly encouraged to attend. Remember, in order to vote, you must show up on time and remain for the entire election.

NEW UNIVERSITY
The Nflf! Unirersity is an 'IJ""I opportunity employer.
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Apparent evidence of psychic power, bargain price

Phenomenon of Kirlian photography a puzzle not folly explained by science
hand-waving or chanting hocuspocus, and it's cheap; one can have
a Kirlian photograph taken at the
booths of the Whole Life Expo this
month for only $5.
Simply, the object to be photographed is directly put on a sheet of
film . The film is then placed atop a
metal sheet that is covered with an
electrical insulation material, usually glass or plastic,
and an electrical
power source, capable of producing
high voltages and frequencies, is connected by wire to the
metal sheet.
What
makes
Kirlian photography
interesting is not its
process, however,
but its results. Pictures taken of the
same subject are not
uniform, and the photo graphic results
vary with the characteristics of the photographed object.
For example, a
leaf may be photographed using the
Kirlian technique, scratched with a
needle, and then photographed
again. The second photograph
shows a large red blotch on the
scratched area of the leaf's surface
(scientists refer to this phenomenon
affectionately as "the bleeding-leaf
effect").
There is some controversy over
what a Kirlian photograph actually
depicts. Some attribute the colorful
effects to something called
"bioplasma," a theoretical energy
field that supposedly surrounds liv-

DAN SIMMONS, Staff Writer

Now you can see the human aura
for the bargain price of five dollars.
Widely considered as the most
scientific "proof' for the existence
of the aura, the practice of Kirlian
photography still continues to thrill
psychics and baffle skeptics a full
half century after its modest beginnings.
Like so many other important
scientific breakthroughs which facilitate the advancement of man's
understanding of the universe
around him, the discovery ofKirlian
photography was the result of plain
human stupidity.
In 1939, Soviet technician
Semyon Kirlian was sent to repair
an in<>trument at a Soviet research
facility, where he noticed tiny
flashes oflight between metal electrodes and the skin of a patient undergoing electrotherapy treatment.
Being the bright scientist and
naturally curious human being that
he was,. Kirlian began to wonder
what would happen if he held a
photographic plate between the electrodes and the patient's skin.
The imprint ofKirlian 's severely
burned hand became the first socalled "Kirlian photograph."
Looking at the photo later, however, he noticed "a strange imprint,
a kind ofluminescence in the shape
of the contours of my fingers." Word
ofthis bizarre phenomenon spread,
and the rest is history.
A typical Kirlian photograph is a
colorfully brilliant discharge oflight
outlining the subject of the photo: a
leaf, a hand, a fingertip, etc.
The photographic process itself
is not so spectacular; there's no

scientific breakthroughs, the
discovery of Kirlian
photography was the result of
plain human stupidity.

DINNER SPECIAL

Lu~ch Specials starting at $3.95

Buy 1 dinner entree
at regular price and
receive 50% off the
second entree of
equal or lesser value
Dine in only.

RESTAlARA/\JT

_A.,.th.e"tic Thai C,.isi ne

• A uthentic Thai Cuisine at affordable prices
•Casual family Atmosphere
•Quality, Friendly Service
•Fast Lunch &rvice, Lunch served Complete for just
over $5.00
•Chefs Expenenced with Thai Cuisine for over 8 years
Cl ed Located at Heritage Square 14120 Culver at 5 Fwy
os
Irvine (Next to Bullwinkles)
Monday
551-2201
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The fingertip light discharges in
the photograph during the loving
thought phase converged on one
another and blended until it was
virtually impossible to distinguish
two separate fingers from one giant
red blob.
Fingertip merging occurred also
when members of a close family
were photographed together.
Needless to
say, some psychiatrists are
deeply interested in the
practical applications of such
findings. But
the general scientific community is exploring deeper, into
even stranger
phenomena.
One of the
most puzzling
of these phenomena
is
known as the
"phantom leaf
effect." This is
where images of a whole leaf appear on a Kirlian photograph seconds after certain portions of the
leaf have already been severed.
Medical science may end up benefiting most from Kirlian techniques. Applications are being made
to cancer diagnosis in particular;
normal and cancerous tissue can be
distinguished by different light patterns in the photograph.
Dr. loan Dumitrescu, of the Rumanian Ministry of Chemical Industry, discovered that healthy body
tissue appears dark in a Kirlian pho-

Like so many other important

Thai

3aa~

ing things: the so-called aura.
The more traditional scientific
community scoffs at these notions
and explains that the electromagnetic field used in the photographic
process causes electrons and cations in the gas surrounding an object to accelerate, freeing and accelerating similar ions from the object's
surface which collide, emitting red,

50% OFF

violet and ultra-violet light in the
process: the strange discharges.
Still, science cannot adequately
explain how the photographs change
as the photographed objects change.
Photographs of intimate young
couples were taken at the Heuristic
Institute during a study on how
Kirlian photographs could reflect
interpersonal relationships. Both
the man and woman were asked to
put their fingertips on the Kirlian
device, and then instructed to think
loving thoughts about each other or
engage in a kiss.

tography, while unhealthy tissue
radiates a bright corona.
Dumitrescu predicted, using
Kirlian techniques, that 47 out of
6,000 industrial workers he screened
for one particular test had malignant tumors; 41 of the 47 were later
diagnosed with cancer.
Furtherpractical applications are
being explored. Differences between smokers and non-smokers
can be detected in Kirlian photographs. Acupuncture treatment
seems to strengthen and stabilize
the Kirlian coronas of a person.
Of particular interest, also, are
the so-called "psychic" applications
of the Kirlian process. In a study
done by the Soviet Ministry of
Health, psychic healer Colone]
Alexei Krivorotov was photographed during a healing; electrical
discharges were seen emanating
from Krivorotov's hands.
Dr. Walter J.Kilnersaidin 1911:
"I am certain that a photographic
picture of the sire, shape, and condition of the human aura is not only
possible but will shortly be made,
thus enabling the aura to become a
still greater assistance in medical
diagnosis."
Scientists are notably
about
such talk, but even they are intrigued. The Kirlian process is a
step into the unknown, and it promises to push our minds past the usuaJ
conventions of reality.
And that is a challenge that no
scientist will fail to meet.

wary

The Whole Life Expo convened
at the Los Angeles. Convention
Center, Apr.15. Call (310) 3967090 for information about future events.

5 guys 4 legends 3 lovers 2 friends 1 band

Limit 1 coupon per party.
Not valid with o<beT offer.
Ex . • 5-9-94

Introducing the Efi Fiery Color Server!
This device allows us to print from our
Macs &IBMs to our Xerox 5775 Color
Copier/Printer. The end result is

l-~~· ~~~~;;g;gi~~~~i

.____ _ _ _ _ ___. transfer technology. So bring in your
Mac or IBM disks and see for yourself how easy it is to bring brilliant color
to your documents. And, as I'm sure you already know, our Macs & IBMs
are loaded to the gills with the latest software & hardware technology.

IN THf MARKETPLACE Al UCI
~

4187 emus DRIVE. SUIJE Ml70. IRVINE, CALlfORNIA 92715

(714) 854-7557 • f AX (714) 854-7591

THE BEAT IS COMING TO A THEATRE NEAR YOU!

OPENS FRIDAY APRIL 22nd
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Internet chats lead to new friendships, bad grades

E-mail, however, is limited in
it's own sense. I was looking for
Ok, so I have a problem.
something more. I was looking
So what if I spend as much time for real-time communication and
as I can in front of the computer, I found it in the Internet Relay
Chat [IRC].
I was introduced to the IRC
by a friend, who I will never
forgive. (Yes, that's you DC).
Why?
The IRC_is highly addictive, which is why I'm on the
[E]]EEJEJ[E[E]I]IEJEJEJZ~llil/1 Net so much.
There are horror stories ·
hunched over, peering at a screen . about the IRC, including a stuthat is most likely giving off dam- dent who was introduced to the
IR C three weeks before finals and
aging radiation?
No, it's not because I'm a nerd was on it continuously. He was
nor is my wish for my kids to grow on it so much, that he even missed
up being little mutants, the micro- his finals.
wave will do that for me.
·
The IRC allows you to talk to a
It's because I love roaming the number of people at one time and
Internet (i.e. the Information Su- discuss a variety of topics from
per Highway) or maybe I'm just sadomasochism to Disney movies.
addicted.
You can even talk on multiple chanThe day I got my account from nels, provided you can keep track
the good old Office of Academic of what everyone's saying.
Computing [OAC] I started exSo I sat there, morning, day and
ploring the net. My first stop: e- night. Sometimes staying up all
mail.
night talking to people around the
Besides the obvious productive world.
uses of e-mail there's my use. I got
I wasn't satisfied though. I
a bunch of addresses from my wanted more. I wanted ... stuff.
I asked several people on the
friends and started mailing letters,
papers, top ten lists, purity tests, IRC where I could get my "stuff."
and jokes.
Their reply? FfP.
Soon, however, I found a betFile Transfer Protocol [FTP]
ter use for my e-mail account.
gave me more freedom through
I started pulling random e-mail the Net. I started going around
addresses and started mailing mes- sites, where the files are located,
sages to various unknown people looking for programs, utilities,
pictures, music files, and magafor no particular reason.
It was better than meeting zines.
people in person because when
I can pick up anything from a
you meet people face to face, recipe for Spanish raisin cookies to
people automatically form an the creation of a nuclear bomb.
The best part of the FTP, howopinion of you from your appearance. When you e-mail them, they ever, is not the ability to just grab
only know you from what you stuff, butto put your own programs,
ideas and anything else your wild
write.
CHRIS WONG, Staf!Writer

imagination will allow.
You can share your infinite wisdom, provided anyone wants to pick
it up.
I still wanted more. I wanted
answers right away, and I wasted

Dr. Nader Dayani
ORTHODONTIST SINCE 1980
UCLA Faculty Member• Member American Association of Othodontists
Speclallzlng In braces for adults & chlldren
.• Removable
•Traditional

to shoot
people I

Well, sort of. The New
University is currently hiring
new photographers to take
pictures of local events. just
think of the new and exciting
things you will see. . . and get
paid (a little, anyway) to see.
For more information, call Gene
or Mike at 856-4286 or stop by
and see them at 3100 Gateway
Commons.

• Cosmetic Porcelain
•Surgical Orthodontics

As Low As $75/month O.A.C.

(714) 552-5890

(310) 826-7494

11645 Wilshire Blvd., #802
Los An eles, CA 90025

18124 Culver Dr., #A
lrvlne, CA 92715

New University intern
training is every Thursday
at 5 pm in 3100 Gateway
Commons.

Get paid

This week's Kaleidoscope photograph was submitted by Gar Crapser. A career counselor at the Career
Planning and Placement Center, Crapser claims that photography is not a hobby for him, but a passion.
He takes nature photos during vacations with his wife. This photo was taken in the early morning in Death
Valley, California. Ifphotography is either a passion or a hobby for you, please submit your photos to the
Kaleidoscope feature. We accept all types of pictures, including ones which have been taken in the past.
Do you have any old favorites tucked away in a photo album you would like to share with us? Please come
by the New University office on the thirdfloor of Gateway Commons, or call Leslie at (714) 725-2463.
rnw
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ommended that I seek therapy.
Hmmm ... I wonder if they have
a therapy group for recovering
Internetoholics on the IRC.
If not, maybe I should form one
with the people that I've met on it.

Kaleidoscope

The Free Zone

We need
you ...
We want
you ...
We love
you ...

too much time looking around FfP
sites for them.
Luckily for me, though, reality
struck as I received my grades,
which had fallen pretty badly because of the Internet. Someone rec-
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Opportunities in the
Medical Device
Industry
RELSYS, an established software engineering
firm, is seeking motivatccl sollwure pr'ol'cssionals in the following areas:
• C/C++ on PC DOS/Winclows Plalf'orms
• Simulation using LabVicw
• Configuration Management using
PC-based tools ·
• Embedded Real Time Sol'twarc
Development
• Expertise in SJ\S and database sysLcrns
All positions require a solid backgrouncl in
modern software engineering pracliccs an(I
good communication skills. RELSYS offers a
very attractive compensation package and a
state-of-the-art work environment

Fax your resume Lo (714) 453-1817 or mail Lo:
RELSYS, 4790 Irvine Boulevard,
P.O. Box 105-234. Irvine, CJ\ 92720.
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KABABAYAN:.student club
promotes cultural awareness
continued from page 11
Pilipino model?"' De Leon said.
"What they don't realize is that
we have to consider our audience.
The Wizard of Oz is something that
everybcxly can recognize," De Leon
continued
Aiong with the musical itself,
several "commercial" spoofs on
Dragon: The Bruce Lee Story, The
Terminator, and The Bodyguard
were amusing interludes between
SQenes.
The commercials, as well as part
of the script for the play itself, were
written by Loyd Calomay, a graduating senior. Calomay was also the
director of the script.
"If there's one person who made
this happen, it' shim," said De Leon.
"He's done this for the lao;;t three
. years."
TheKababayan Club, along with

other Asian student groups on campus, was also instrumental in the
formation of the first Pilipino Studies class at UCI, which was held last
quarter.
Unfortunately, the class may not
be permanent, De Leon said.
"This year's Pilipino Cultural
Night was a lot more culturally relevant than it has been in the past
·because of that class. We know
things now, and can back it up with
research," De Leon said.
The events celebrated by cultural groups such as the Kababayan
Club express, to the community as
well as the UCI student body, a
· strong pride in oft-forgotten native
lands.
At l~ast they remind us that students here in America don't need to
be transpmted anywhere by a violent natural disaster to get a small
glimpse of their cultural heritage.

Wayzgoose

P~n:R

r Paris,

~'~
London
Amsterdam
Athens
Costa Rica
Tokyo

Because this
t'It's a free country"
stuff only
goes so far.

$255*
$284*
$435*
$233*
$314*

'T~se fares are each w~ based on a rourdtrip puchase.
Other restnctloos apply ard taxes rot ircluded. Fares are
. subiect to change withot.t rotice.

Couna1 Travel
1818 Palo Verde Ave #E
Long Beach, CA 90815

310-598-3338. 714-517-7950
Eurail and Britrail Passes
Issued On-The-Spot!

THE ARMY CAN
HELP YOU CiET
A $30,000 EDCiE
ON COLLEGE.
·nw

Army can help you get
an edge on life and earn up lo
$30,000 for college through the
Montgomery GI Bill Plus the
Army College Fund.
Hert>'s how it works. You rnntribult' $100 a month for the Jirst
year from your $75:~-plus monthly
starting salary. Tht> govl'rnnwnt
tlwn contributes its share, SU.200
from the Montgonwry GI Bill
plus S15,nOO from the Army Col- 1
lege Fund for a four-year
·
enlistment.
Army opportunitit•s get better
every day. If you qualify, you
could train in one of over 250
challenging and rewarding hightech skills in lields like avionics
and electronics, satellites and
microwave communications,
computer and radar operationsjust to name a few.
It makes sense to earn while
you learn. For more information
about getting money for college,
call your Army Recruiter today.

ARMY.
BE ALL YOU CAN BE~·

It's everywhere
)IOU. '1W.nt to be:

c
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Male bonding starts at a young age ... These athletes enjoy flexing muscles andfrolicldng at Wayzgoose.
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Anteaters keep it close against BYU
The Cougars countered by returning two starters to the ·lineup
Hard to believe, but it's been and pulled out a 15-11 win in game
five years since UCI and Brigham two, despite an Anteater comeback
Young were the new kids on the from a 14-7 deficit. UCI's persisblock, the struggling teams in the tence paid off.in game three as they
Western Intercollegiate Volleyball rallied back from a 14-6 deficit to
Association (now the Mountain score 10 unanswered points.
Pacific Sports Federation). In those
"We let up a lot in the beginning
five years, each team has gone in and that hurt us a lot, but we came
differentdirections,BYUto anum- back," Alexander said. "It's excitber-three ranking in the nation and ing for us to come out like we did."
UCI to its usual spot, fighting to
"It was the greatest game I've
stay out of the MPSF's cellar.
ever been involved in," Milling said.
But for one night, it was almost
However; the Anteater comelike old times again.
back machine couldn't go on forMatching the Cougars punch for ever as the Cougars reinserted all of
punch, the Anteaters came close their starters and went on to victory
but not close enough Sa't urday in the last two games, holding off
night, 14-16, 15-11, 14-16, 15-5, minor comebacks in each game.
"Tonight and Thursday, we
15-9.BYUimprovedto 19-5, 15-4
in the MPSF, while UCI fell to 2- played some of our best volleyball
20, 1-17 in conference.
of the year," Coach Andy Read
"That was the toughest match said. "Why we waited this long to
I've ever played in," middle blocker do it, I don't know."
Chad Milling said. "No one exThe keys for the Anteaters on
pected us to get five points against Saturday were consistent passing
them and we went four games on and blocking, both of which had
Thursday and then five tonight."
been absent at times during the seaBYU,expecting an easy time of son but returned as of late. With
it, played four of their reserves in both aspects of the game under congameone.ButtheAnteatersjumped . trol for the most of the match, UCI
out to a 7-0 lead, before letting the was able to take everything they
Cougars back into the game with were given by BYU and give some
11 straight points. Trading point back as well.
"When we passed well, they
after point, UCieventually claimed
the first game after Evan Alexander couldn'tstopus,"Readsaid. "When
scored on an oveipass and BYU's we didn't pass well, it was a lot
Kevin Hambly was called on a harder for us to score points."
"We've been able to sideout real
backrow violation.
"We sided out with them for . well lately," Alexander said.
hours," Milling said, referring to "People just get real confident and
the 45-minute first game. "When it helps a lot."
B YU's Scott Larkin led all playwe could side out with a team like
that for that long, we knew we ers with 21 kills on the night. Ory
Selzer, a recent addition to the UCI
could play."
JIM LEE, Staf!Writer

ALEX Ntt:GA,NfW UNIVERSITY

ScottClarey(lO)andEvanAlexanderputupablockduringarecentmatch.

starting lineup, had a career-high
18 kills. Outside hitters
Alexander and Doug Tuttle each
chipped in with 16 kills and 19
and 18 digs respectively.
The arrival of Selzer as an
offensive force has provided a
bu ge boost for an U CI tean1 looking for added punch to offset the
loss of Leland Quinn to shoulder
problems (see below). In the two
matches that Selzer has started
in, the sophomore from Wisconsin has averaged 17.5 kills.
"Ory's been playing great
lately," Alexander said. "Whenever he comes in, he does real
well."
"[He's] done a real nice job at
the end of the season," Read said.
"He's not had an easy year, but
he hung in there and made the
most of his playing time."
But w_ith the season at a close,
the hopes ofUCI are now on next
year. The Anteaters return five of
the six starters they had on the
t1oor Saturday and, perhaps best
of all, those five freshmen on the
roster this year will have a year's
experience under their belts.
"We have made strides this
year athletically," Read said.
"Next year, we '11 have a healthy
Leland Quinn, which none of our
opponents saw this season. By
no means have we reached what
we are capable of."
And perhaps, with time, it will
be UCI's tum to rise to the top of.
the NCAA rankings. For some of
the Anteaters, next season sounds
like a good time to do it.
"We 're going to come back
next year and start winning,"
Alexander said.

Quinn frustrated Injured UCI men lose to SDSU
by shoulder injury
DARAH KING, Staff Writer

ALBERT

BUI, Staff Writer

To say that the careerofLeland
Quinn, a 6 '9" outside hitter for
the men's volleyball team at UCI,
has resembled a roller coaster ride
would be an understatement. And
then some.
Via Huntington Beach,
Quinn arrived at UCI after a
brief stint at the University of
Hawaii as one of the top volleyball recruits in the nation. As a
freshman, he led the Anteaters
inkills with 324 and set a school
record with 35 kills against
Brigham Young, despite hav ing limited vision in one of his
eyes. In his second season,
Quinn showed steady improvement, while becoming one of
the best young players in the
nation . .
But like any thrill ride, the low
points inevitably occurred. First
was the UCiathletic department's
decision to cut funding for the
men's volleyball program. Frustrated with the decision, Quinn
quit the team and left school.
After a year layoff, Quinn decided to re-enroll at UCI and was
persuaded to rejoin the team by
then-new Head Coach Andy

Read. Things seemed to be getting back on track for Quinn.
His comeback trail, however,
took a turn for the worse last fall.
While training for the 1994 season, Quinn suffered a severe
shoulder injury. The injury has
not only kept him sidelined practically the entire season, but the
excruciating shoulder pain has
also caused some sleepless nights
for the junior.
At first, the injury shattered
Quinn's hopes of returning to
form, but now he admits that it
has helped him to become an
even better player.
"It was a crusher. For a while
I just felt like Ilet everyone down.
It brought me down to earth, but
it's really helped me re-evaluate
myself and my career," Quinn
said.
Junior co-captain Jason
Hinchman said that he has missed
Quinn's presence on the court
this season and so have the rest of
the Anteaters, as the squad has
struggled through a 2-20 season.
Without the left-handed powerhouse on the court, the team has
lacked a consistent go-to player,
placing added pressure on the

See QUINN, page 20

Unfortunately, when three ofyoµr
top six players are not playing because of injuries and your top player
is playing with an injury, only one
thing can happen. You lose.
That is exactly what happened
to the men's tennis team last Saturday in their match against the Aztecs from San Diego State.
Injuries forced the Anteaters to
play without Julian Foxon (arikle),
Carlos Bustos (knee) and Fredrik
Bach (hamstring).
The Aztecs went on to defeat
UCI, 5-2, which dropped the 30th
ranked Anteaters to 11-11 overall.
Smo1 ().ou;, N•w llNll'f:/IS,', .
The match included a hard fought UCI' s Chris Tontz unleashes another one of his lethal serves.
battle that finally ended in defeat for
UCI's No. 1 singles player, Chris hang on, even after he forced a tie- second set, Bill cruised to a 6-1
breaker game. Malk:vist eventually win, for his fust match win since
Tontz.
rejoining the team.
Tontz, ranked 86th nationally, took the second set, 7-5.
"I just needed a chance to get out
"Chris has the toughest job on the
lost in straight sets to Robert
Malkvist, who was ranked 81st in team to play number one," said assis- of the library and play some tennis
tant coach Ed Burt. "He has to get up with my brother," Bill said. "Bethe nation.
"He was just a better player than every time and play against some of cause so many people are injured
now, I think it's better to have a body
I was today," Tontz said. "I just the best people in the nation."
In the No. 2 singles match, U CI' s playing than to default the match."
couldn't keep up with him."
"It's great that I won,"Bill added .
. Marc-Andre Tardiff defeated Jun
For good reason, thqugh.
"It's much more fun than an 0Tontz was battling a stomach Hernandez 6-4, 4-6, 6-1.
Another bright spot in the day Chem exam."
injury that severely limited usual
"Our priority .now is to get evstyle of play.After falling behind for UCI was the sudden return of
ery one healthy for conference play,''
four games to one_game in the first Bill Tontz, Chris's older brother.
set, Tontz battled back and won the
Bill rejoined the team last week said head coach Steve Clark. "So
next three games . . However, against the University of San Di- long as we 're healthy, we have a
Malkvist bounced back from his ego, where he lost in his first match. real good shot."
The Anteaters will defend their
However, on Saturday Bill came
brief slump to take the set, 6-4.
Tontz stayed right with Malkvist out strong in the first set to beat the Big West title this week from April
in the second set, but just couldn't Aztecs' Kelly Nygaard, 7-6. In the 22-24 in Ojai, California.

his
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Anteaters are on the
hunt for recruits
JIM LEE, Staf!Writer
The opening day of the late
signing period for high school
basketball players, Apr. 13,
came and went with nary a peep
from UCI's basketball teams.
However, there are indications
that the men will have another
strong group of recruits.
The men have received two
oral commitments as of Sunday, from point guards Raheem
Muhammad of Los Angeles
City College and Raimonds
Miglinieks of Riverside College. Muhammad announced
his commitment to UCI nearly
a month ago, while Miglinieks
made his decision Saturday,
according to reports in the Los
Angeles Times and Riverside

Press-Enterprise.
Muhammad, only 5'7", averaged eight points and six assists for LACC, who were
ranked 13th in the nation with
a 27-6 record.
"He's a small point guard,"
said LACC basketball coach
Mike Miller. "He's very defensive oriented and has a tremendous ability to stop dribble
penetration."
Originally from Julian High
School
in
Chicago,
Muhammad shot 38.5 percent
from three-point range and 79
percent from the free throw
line, alongwithaveragingthree
steals a game.
"[Raheem is a] more tradiSee MEN, page 19
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Jennifer Wall, on the right, went from No. 6 toNo.1 singles playerin the UC! lineup in the space of one seaso"

SPORTS
-- The cross country and
track teams received an oral
commitment from runner Kay
Nekota. Nekota was runnerup
at the state Division I cross
country championships in 1991
and 1993 for Agoura High
School. In addition, she was
third in the 1,600 meters and
fourth in the 3 ,200 meters at
. the state Division ltrackchampionships last year.
Nekota joins fellow Agoura
High School alumni Tiffany
Burt and Tiffany York at UCL
- The women's volleyball
team picked up more help last
week as Denise Dumble signed a
letter of intent with UCI.
Dumble, a 5' IO" outside hitter, was a two-time first-team
All-Western States Conference
pick at Bakersfield College. A
first-team All-Southern Califor-

RICOH
Marketing Reps

Techno-lmage Inc .. an affiliate of RICOH
Corporation. is expanding its Sales Staff to
cover the following locations:

Orange County
Downtown L.A.
Torrance

Entry level and experienced retail or
outside salespeople are encouraged to apply.
We arc seriously committed to 011r customers
and our growth objectives. Only applicants
with career goals and objectives in marketing
~hould apply.

WE OFFER
*Ongoing Training
*1st Yr. Potential $30-$80K
*Full Benefits Package
*Career Development

Call for an appointment
Ask for Wendy

(310) 533-1234

IN BRIEF

DARAH KING, Staff Writer

After a long journey, Jennifer
has finally arrived.
It has been four years, but Jennifer Wall, senior co-captain on the
women's tennis team, has finally
established herself as a player to be
reckoned with.
Wall has slowly but steadily
climbed the ranks of the team to
find herself as one of the most valued players for the Anteaters.
Wall's first two seasons at UCI
involved very little playing time.
Last season, Wall played No. 6 for
UCI, but after the departures of
seniors Ali Yoshimoto and Cory
Crigger, Wall was the only returning player for head coach Doreen
Irish.
As a result, Wall has played No.
2 doubles and No. 3 singles this
season, compiling the best win loss
record this season at 15-11.
"Last year, because Jennifer
played the entire season, the

nia Junior College pick twice,
she prepped out Bakersfield High
School.
Dumble will join middle
blockers Diana Juth and Amy
Pimental and setters Meredith
Hetcher and Lara Nelson as newcomers to Coach Mike Puritz's
team next season.
- Plagued with injuries,
men's tennis coach Steve Clark
called on some family blood to
help fill out the team's roster
last week as Bill Tontz, the
older brother of Chris, made an
appearance at No.6 singles during last week's 6-1 loss to University of San Diego.
Bill Tontz, who still has eligibility, was called into service because Fred Bach was
still recovering from hamstring
injuries and Carlos Bustos was
limited to doubles play.

SPORTS?

The New University is currently
accepting applications for new
sports writers. For more
information, call Jim or Darah
at 856-4594.

•••••••••••••••

a great academic school, Wall feel
that she has also benefited from th
tennis program and her coach.
"Doreen is a great coach," Wal
said. "She is a big reason why
came to UCL I have really leame
a lot from her."
Irish feels that Wall deserve
the credit for bringing up the leve
of her game.
"Jennifer sees herself as a goo
playerandagoodcompetitor,"Irisl
said. "That makes her such a stron
asset on the court for the team."
Another positive thing abou
UCI was the close distance it i
from Wall's home. This allow
Wall's biggest influence to com
out and see her play.
"My mom is definitely the best,'
Wall said. "She was always pick
ing me up from school, driving m<
to tennis everyday and to the tour
naments. Even now, she tries t~
come to all of my matches," Wal
SeeWALL,page2J
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$1.00
GOLDEN SPOON Frozen Yogurt is delightfully
smooth, delicately creamy, and honestly wholesome. Best of all, it has only 114 the calories of
premium ice cream and virtually no fat.

• Please present this coupon
when ordering.
• One coupon per person
per visit.
• Not good with any
other offer.
• Sizes small thru quart.
• Offer expires 5/3/94

Offer good at the following locations:
488 E. 17th, Costa Mesa (17ttvlrvine)

548-9147

UCI Marketplace (behind Edward's Cinemas)

854-1224

Join Peace Corps ...

GLOBALIZE YOUR RESUME!
Peace Corps Reps on Campus April 21

••••••••••••••••

DO YOU LIKE

strength of her game shot way up,"
Irish said. "She has improved her
tennis tremendously over the last
two years."
Wall, a social science major from
Arcadia, California, discovered the
joy of tennis when she was ten
years old. She actually started playing by accident.
"My sister took tennis lessons
and she was sick one day, so my
mom had me take the lesson," Wall
said. "It all just started from there."
Wall decided to stick with tennis and has played continuously
ever since. She has honed her skills
playingjunior tournaments and participating in CIF play throughout
her four years at Arcadia High
School.
"In high school, there isn't any
real competition," Wall said "It's
only when you get to CIF that there
is a chance to really compete."
Wall decided to attend UCI after she visited the campus and fell
in love with it. In addition to being

I nrormation Booth·

Thursday, 9 am - 3 pm
In Front of the Cornerstone Cafe

Special Seminar

Interviews

Applying Now for Placement in Peace Corps
Thursday, April 21, 3:30 pm - 4:30 pm
Student Services I, Conference Room

Wednesday and Thursday
May 18 and 19
Career Planning and Placement Center

SENIORS APPLY NOW!
For more information, contact your Career Planning & Placement Center,
or call Lhe Los Angeles Re.cruiting Office at (800)832-0681, ext. 108.
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continued from psge 18
tional point guard in terms of,
he's not concerned with scoring,"
Miller said. "But if you look at his
percentages, if he's open, he can
hit a three-pointer and he can hit
his free throws."
"He would really complement
[Chris] Brown very well," Miller
added.
A 2.90 GPA student at LACC,
Muhammad will have three years

of eligibility, having played only
one season. The guard was also
recruited by St. Mary's, Montana
State, Maryland-Eastern Shore and
Loyola-Chicago.
"He's a very good student and
that was part of the attraction with
UCI," Miller said. "He's looking
forward to being at Irvine for three
years. He is really sold on Irvine."
Miglinieks, a 6'3" point guard
from Latvia, averaged 15~8 points
and 11.8 assists a game at Riverside
College. Highly regarded by many
collegiate recruiters, he had been
reportedly considering UCI, Cal,

81

1
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Wake Forest, Seton Hall, Texas-El
Paso and San Diego State.
Earlier reports said that
Miglinieks was leaning towards Cal,
but the Golden Bears' signing of
blue-chip recruit Jelani Gardner
apparently changed bis mind. Also
a point guard, Gardner would have
had an inside shot at point guard,
affecting whatever playing time
Miglinieks would have had at Cal.
The Anteaters are also courting
two other junior college players:
Michael Tate and Jearwaun Tuck.
Tate, a 6'5" forward, averaged
11.3 points and 10.1 rebounds a

SIDELINES

A few words about baseball
JIM LEE, Staff Writer
I love baseball.
No, it's not exactly an earthshattering statement. It's not
something that will save the
world, bring Kurt Cobain back
or help you quit smoking.
But these days, it's a pretty
gutsy statement to make. The
NBA is quickly turning into the
proverbial 500-pound gorilla in
the sports world. The Super Bowl
has tinned into a spectacle on par
with and usually swpassing presidential inaugurations. Even
hockey, that noted American pastime (thatis,if youlive in Canada),
appears to have overtaken baseball in tenns of popularity.
Andwhynot?Whatothersport
rewards its competitors for having a 30 percent success rate in
hitting a ball? Just imagine the
possibilities for that with golf.
What other sport rewards mere
benchwarmers with $100,000
salaries? Where else can people
like Dan Schatzeder and Bob
McOure stay on for years after
they've ceased to be effective
pitchers, simply because they're
left-handed?
What other sport spends half
of its time standing around and
doing nothing, waiting around

for 15 seconds of action? What
other sport has no qualms about
plucking athletes fresh out of high
school and dropping them into professional competition? (Of course,
the NBA is trying to muscle in on
that territory)
The answer is obviously baseball. Like most things that have
been around for ages, it's bloated,
filled with inequities, slow and fraught
with skeletons in the closet. Television ratings for baseball have been
falling for years while ratings for
other sports have risen. It's no wonder that football, basketball, hockey
and soccer seem to have overtaken
baseball.
Baseball is old news.
And yet . . . like the rest of the
world, baseball seems to renew itself
every spring.
The new season brings us new
stories and new hope for the year to
come. There are wily old veterans,
like Eddie Murray and Dennis
Martinez, trying to make one final
run at glory. There are the youngsters, fresh-faced and energetic, going for their first shot at fame.
Youngsters like Darren Dreifort,
Park Chan Ho and Brian Anderson.
This year, even the uniforms are
new, as teams attempt to bring back
the glories of yesteryear. Heck,
some of the teams are changing to

·--------------------·
Kansas City is serious about bringing the best teachers to its
magnet schools. So serious that if you have the potential to be
a "blue chip" teacher, Ulll'fJ pay for yvur luiJion al the cvfkge ofyvur

y0 u could

t;/Joia, COi/er the cost ofboois andfees antJ guaran/ee }'VU II jib!

get free

You'll work in America's most comprehensive magnet school
program. And you'll be in Kansas City, a place with the sophistication of a big city and Midwestern friendliness .

A great place to live and work.

tuition.

All we ask is
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FREE PREGNANCY TESTING
EARLY PREGNANCY TEST
(Immediate Test Results)

ABORTION TO 24 WEEKS

(General or Local Anesthesia)

OUTPATIENT FEMALE
STERILIZATION

Just complete and mail this coupon, and we'll send you full
details on applying for this rare career opportunity.
Mail to:
TTAP COORDINATOR, Dept. JAT
School District of Kansas City, Missouri
Human Resources Department, Room 801
1211 McGee
Kansas City, Missouri 64106
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NOW $17.50
NOW $12.50
NOW $32.50
NOW$27.50
NOW $22.50

Personal and Confidential Care for Women Since 1969...

• Agree to pursue a Missouri State teacher certificate
• Commit to teach three years in the Kansas City
School District
• Are graduating with a degree in:
Secondary Education (grades 7-12) in one of the
following subjects or languages: computers, mathematics, general science, reading, Latin, German, French or
Spanish.
Elementary Education (grades K-6) with an interest
in math, science, reading, computer, communications,
Montessori, performing arts, German, French or Spanish.

Insurance, Health Plans
Medi-Cal Accepted
Visa, MasterCard, Discover
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$35
$25
$65
$5 5
$45

UnderJYew Management

You may be accepted if you:

Agreat job.

Guess who?

Reg.
Men's Cut Reg.
Perms Starting at
Weaves Starting at
Partial Weaves

• Are a U.S. college student with a 3.0 grade point
average and
• Can re!<~ive your undergraduate or graduate
education degree by the summer of 1995.

Free books.

All-Region 10 pick as a sophomore, Tuck was also named AllState in football and basketbalJ
in high school.
Neither Coach Rod Baker nor
assistant coaches Greg Vetrone,
Rob Orellana and Tim Murphy
could comment on any of the
recruits, due to NCAA regulations prohibiting any statements
concerning recruits until a letter
of intent has been received.
The Anteaters have already
signed forward Kevin Simmons
to a letter of intent. Simmons,
who signed during the fall period, is averaging 21 points and
15 rebounds a game at Redemption Christian Academy in Troy,
New York.
The late signing period will
continue until May 13.

lnrine~sMoSt 1;ashionable Beauty Salon

You may qualify if you:

a piece of
vour
1

old style uniforms, even though
they don't have enough tradition
to have old style uniforms (see
Seattle, Montreal, the Rangers,
etc.) But it's still new and fresh
(in the nicest sense of the word).
And I love it.
I played baseball for seven
years. As the saying goes, I
wanted to play baseball badly
and I did ... play baseball badly.
But there was always something
that brought me back every spring
to dig up the mitt and go out to
play catch. Maybe it was the hope
that my batting average would
go abov~ .100 before the last
regular season game. Maybe it
was the thought that this year, I
might go to the playoffs again.
Whatever it was, it brought
me back time after time. I got the
same feeling every time I got
into a Rotisserie Baseball League
(perhaps the ultimate perversion
of baseball fandom - drafting
your own players and managing
them yourselves over a season).
I get the same feeling every time
I go out to my P .E. softball class.
All it takes is a sunny day, a
level playing field, 18 people,
some gloves, a few bats and a
ball. And for a little while, everything is right with the world once
again.

game at Ventura College last season. Seen as a Dennis Rodman-type
in terms of rebounding ability, he is
also being recruited by Utah, Utah
State, San Diego State and Pacific.
Tate still has two official recruiting visits left and has indicated that
he will make both visits before
making a final decision on who be
will sign with.
Tuck is a 5'10" guard from Raleigh, North Carolina. Cu~ently attending Spartanburg Methodist
College in South Carolina, he visited the UCI campus over the weekend and is also being recruited by
Virginia Commonwealth.
Averaging 18 points, nine assists and four steals a game at SMC
last season, he helped lead them to
the National Junior College Basketball Tournament in 1993. An

NEWPORT BEACH
4501 Birch St.
(714) 851-1201

WESTMINSTER
13537 Beach Blvd.
(714) 895-6903

.
· ORANGE
2445 W. Chapman Ave.
(714) 978-3391

MISSION VIEJO .
26400 La Alameda
(714) 364-6800
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The Kansas City Magnet Schools
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SPORTS

QUINN

SPORTS THIS WEEK

continued from page 17
already young team, especially outside hitters Evan Alexander and
Greg Sternchak.
"With Leland on the court,
there's always the potential for a
kill. He's one of the more dominant
players in the league," Hinchman
said. "People are trying to play better with Leland out, but it puts a lot
more pressure on the guys."
"It's mentally hard on him not to
perform to his full capabilities. He's
the kind of guy who wants to be on
the court and make an impact at all
times," Hinchman added.
The only impact Quinn is making for the last few months has
been in the training room. He currently spends much of his time
rehabilitating his shoulder and
working on improving the weaker
elements of his game and better
utilizing bis positive attributes,
like size. Because Quinn will not
return to the court this season, he
is already looking forward to next
year.
"I'm training to be the best player
in the nation next year. It's not out of

Monday, Apr.18

Men's Volleyball at UCLA

Wednesday, Apr. 20

Women's Tennis at Big West
Championships, Oj~ (through
Apr. 23)

Friday, Apr. 22

Men's Tennis at Big West
Championships, Ojai (through
Apr. 24)
RAcm:L Tm:onRos, NEW UNtvl!Rsrrr

Saturday, Apr. 23

Track & Field hosts the
Nike/UCI Invitational, UCI
Track Stadium, All day

Men's Crew at Stanford Invitational, Stanford
Women's Crew at State
Championships, Sacramento
Women's Sailing at Pacific
Coast Championships, Long
Beach (through Apr. 24)

Sunday, Apr. 24

Golf at U.S. Intercollegiate,
Palo Alto (through Apr. 25)

UC/' s Leland Quinn is looking for better luck and health next season.
reach. I have 13 months and my goal
everyday is too get better and better,"
Quinn said.
After college, Quinn has hopes of
making a career out of playing volleyball. Already a member of the
Association of Volleyball Professionals, Quinn will pursue playing
the professional beach version of
the sport after he finishes up at UCI
and eventually wants to play forthe
1996 Olympic volleyball team in
Atlanta.

"[The injury] taught me to use
every minute of my time. And if I
want to make it in '96, my time is
now," he said.
Among his supporters is Read ,
who believes that Quinn's dedication will again make him one of
the top players in the game. The
results should be seen when next
season comes around, as Quinn
will once again be the focal point
of attention for opponents, as he
was in 1992.

"He's making great strides and
we've trained the bell out of him,"
Read said. "When he's healthy, he
is one of the top five or six players
in the league."
"He's a great player with a lot of
potential," said assistant coach James
Felton.
Quinn's optimism, nonetheless,
goes beyond his individual game. He
also has high hopes for the rest of
his teammates. For a player who
was looking on the bright side

back in 1991, Quinn is still e
pecting the best.
"Next year, we 're gonna hav
the biggest turnaround ever re
corded. It just takes a lot of train
ing and dedication because w
already have the talent," Quin1
said.
Perhaps with Quinn's tremen
dous dedication and training, hi
roller coaster ride will end diffe
ently than all other thrill rides. P:.
the top.

For.

insurance

call

Stan Jones
854-2233

4199 Campus Dr.
The University Tower
Number 250

Like a Jl(XX1 nciKhbor.
State Farm is there
,...

-

~

STATE FARM

~

....

I NSURANCE

®

State Farm Insurance Companies
Home Offices . Bloomington . llhnrns

AND YOUR WHEELS ARE SOMETHING SPECIAL, TOO.
There's a Ford or Mercury Just Like You •••
and Your Ford or Lincoln-Mercury Dealer Has a
Graduation Praent to Help Make it Your Own •••
• $400 Cash Back or • a Special Finance Rate*
Personally speaking, what you drive soys a
lot about who you ore. So why not soy you're
one c< the most exciting, fun-loving, even
sen1•ible people going? In other words, why not
say it with a sporty new Ford or Mercury?
Now's the perfect time to make a personal
statement-because the 1994 Ford & Mercury
College Graduate Purchase Program** gives
you your choice of $400 cash back or a
special finance rate* when you buy a new
Ford or Mercury. Or lease your vehicle and get
$400 cash bockl

Plus, Ford Credit can offer qualified applicants
pre-approved credit up to $18,000 or the MSRP,
whichever is lower, which could mean no down
payment on finance purchases. You may also
defer purchase payments for 120 days in most
states (excluding Michigan, New Jersey,
Pennsylvania, and Washington, DC).
So take time out to see your Ford or
Lincoln-Mercury dealer today and ask about
the College Graduate Purchase Program. (It's a
terrific way to show the world just how smart
you really ore!)

*Special Finance role alternative and Ford Credit programs not available an leases.
**To be eligible. you must graduate with a bachelor's or graduate degree, or be enrolled in graduate school, between 1/1/94 and
9/30/94. This program is in addition to all other national customer incentives; except for other Ford private offers. including the
Young Buyer Program You must purchase or lease your new vehicle between 1/1/94 and 9/30/ 95. Some customer and vehicle
restrictions apply. so see your dealer for details.
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SCOREBOARD
Men's Crew
Results: Apr. 9-10 - at San

Diego Classic; Apr. 16 - vs.
Long Beach State, Orange
Coast College

Women's Crew
Results: Apr. 9-10 - at San

Diego Classic; Apr. 16 - vs.
Long Beach State, Orange
Coast College

Cycling
Results: Apr. 9 - at USC

Men's Lacrosse
Results: Apr. 16 - vs. Cal Poly

San Luis Obispo
Record: 9-4 (8-1 in league)

Women's Lacrosse
Results: Apr. 10 - Won vs.

Loyola Marymount, 24-0; Apr.
13 - Won vs. University of
Redlands, 9-2
·
Record: 4-0

Sailing
Results: Apr. 9-10 - at Friis

ships; Apr. 13 - Won vs. Cal
State Fullerton, 6-3; Apr. 14 Won vs. Long Beach State, 7-

2

Record: 9-12 (4-4 in Big

West)

Men's Track & Field
Results: Apr. 15 - at Pomona

College Invitational; Apr. 1517 - at Mt. SAC Relays
Women's Track & Field
Results: Apr.15-atPomona
College Invitational; Apr. 1517 - at Mt. SAC Relays

Time Trial; Apr. 16 - at UCLA Trophy; Apr. 9-10 - at North Series 6 & 7; Apr. 16 - at South
Time Trial
Series 7; Apr. 17 - at SouthTeam · Men's Volleyball
Golf
Results: Apr. 14 - Lost vs.
Results: Apr. 10-12- 12th at . Elims
Men's Tennis
Brigham Young University ,
Western Intercollegiate Tour- ·
Results: Apr. 14- Lost vs. Uni- 12-15, 15-6, 15-11, 15-9; Apr.
nament
Notables: Paul Calabrase versity of San Diego, 6-1; Apr. 16 16 - Lost vs. Brigham Young
University, 14-16, 15-11. 14(22nd individually at Western - Lost vs. San Diego State, 5-2
15-5, 15-9
.
Intercollegiate Tournament)
Record: 11-11
~ ·Q ~~
'·b:lKotables: Ory Selzer (caHockey
West)
~
•q Women's Tennis
reer-high 1& kills vs. BYU)
Results: Apr. 9-Lostvs. UC
Record: 2-20 (1-17 in
Results: Apr. 9-11-atBigWest
Santa Barbara, 7-2; Won vs.
Singles and Poubles Champion- MPSF)
UNLV, 3-1
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COMEDY TRAFFIC
SCHOOL

limi.I

Includes OMV Certificate

(714J 522-5314

I
I
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Cost.a Mesa, El Toro, Irvine,
I
Laguna Beach, Laguna Hills,
I
Newport Beach, Huntington Beach,
Buena Par~ •. Garden G~ve, Mission I
V1e10, Dana Point
.J

-------------------
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Student?
·.Faculty?
Bring Your UCI I.D. to
Johnny Rockets - Fashion Island
and Receive Great Savings
Come to Johnny Rockets and have the
BEST HAMBURGER you've ever had!
Try our chili fries and thick malts. You
will receive 20% off - anytime with a
UCI I.D. through December!
NOT GOOD WITH ANY OTHER OFFER

Located in Atrium Court of Fashion Island,
Newport Beach

~~r:.~ SAT.
SUN.

llAM- 9PM
l lAM - 8PM

644 -8681

LJMO PACKAGES
AVAILABLE

ADVANCED EDUCATION CENTER
HAIRCUT• 5 DOLLARS
MONDAY ONLY AT 6:45 p.m.
•BE OPEN FOR CHANGES IN
HAIRSTYLE•
THE MARKETPLACE
4237 Campus Drive, Suite 8158
Irvine, CA 92715
(714) 856-3134

continued from page 18

added.
Because Wall is the only returning player for the Anteaters, and
the only senior, she has naturally
fallen into the role of leader for the
rest of the team. However, Wall is
quick to point out that she does not
see herself as a leader, more as a
role model.
"I don't feel like a leader. It's
not really like that," Wall commented. "I have just done this before and I can tell the team what it
will be like."
Irish feels that Wall provides
invaluable advice to the rest of the
team as a result of that experience.
"Jennifer is the only one who can
explain the way things are to everybody else, because she has had the
opportunity to be out there," Irish
said.
"She has gone through everything," said Antje Fritschi, the other
co-captain for the Anteaters. "The

girls look up to her because she has so
much experience."
Despite Wall's unofficial role of
leader, she has not suffered from any
extra pressure, either from her coach
or her teammates.
"The only pressure I have I put on
myself," Wall said. "My teammates
look at me and see what I do and think
that is what they're supposed to do,"
Wall added.
"Overall, Jennifer is a great help
to everyone on the team," Fritschi
said. "She is the best team player
because she is always getting everybody going."
Wall wants to continue to play
tennis in the future, but she does not
plan to pursue it professionally.
With all of her opportunities to
learn from experience in the last four
years, Wall has finally arri~ed at a
place that she has been looking forward to since she started UCI.
"I have loved playing here at U Cl,''
Wall said. "I've really liked being a
role model this year. It hasn't bothered me at all," Wall added.
And it hasn't bothered anyone
else.

-
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CLASSIFIED

***"'*REWARDING CAREER*****
Become a Certified Court Inteipreter in
a short time (English-Spanish). Info 1800-464-3926

SERVICES
WORD PROCESSINGOPEN7 DAYS
$2/PG Student papers only. Fast & accurate, 1-2/hrturnaroundLaserJet. ALL
typing needs. 832-3431

HELP WANTED
Loving, experienced childcare for 10
month old girl. Tues/Thurs 10:30 to
3:00. Refs, car a must. Call 857-2986

AID for college. Recorded message (714)692-3030

FINAN~IAL

Free Haircuts. John Paul Hair Design is
walking distance from UCI. For more
info call 854-8114.

Management - Are you outgoing and
friendly? Do you have great leadership
skills? Diane's Swimwear is looking
for experienced mgrs. for our Laguna
Bch store. Call Lynda 376-9194.

FREE INTRODUCTORY LESSON
Voice Training/call Mike 854-7050
Wear Mother's Wedding Gown!!! Vintage bridal gown restoration, size expansion, redesign, alterations. Embellish Gown Services 642-2185.

DAY CAMPS
serving San Fernando &
Conejo Valleys, Simi,
Malibu & Camarillo seek
fun, caring general counselors & special instructors
for nature, gym, fishing/
boating, horseback riding,
crafts, swimming, song leading, ropes course & more.

Get the attention you deserve! Advertise in the New University.

Psychological Services
*Stressed Out?
*Depressed?
*Relationship Problems?
*School Worries?
Call (714) 576-5940 for an appt.

Now interviewing
818-865-6263

Local.
Very reasonable rates.

us

University Center at Irvine

Graduate Degree Programs
Master of Arts and Doctoral Degree Programs in:
• Psychology (Clinical. Industrial. Applied. Counseling)
• Education CAdmin .. TESOL. Computer... )
•Leadership & Human Behavior

Accredited by WASC

Convenient Evening & Weekend Courses
For Information Call (714) 833-2651- 2500 Michelson Irvine Co 92715

~111:1

•

~~~~~
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NEW' FINE PEN DEPARTMENT. 30% OFF

FREE PARKING
IN REAR

-~~~AND ~;TIN~~~

2137 BELLFLOWER. LONG BEACH
(Across From Los Altos) - Ph: (310)498-1504
Friday: 8:30-7:00, Saturday: 9:00-6 :00

'

PT-Fun Job-Tues/Thurs. MaiVCopy/
Gift Shop Nr. OC Airport 955-9171
Occas. day babysit 4 yr boy & 2 yr twin
boys T/R. $5 hr. Immed. 725-9595.
Babysitter needed: Fri/Sat evenings for
3 year old and infant. Non-smoker. Own
car preferred. Call 721-1249.

May 3, 1994
OLDE, America's Full Service Discount Broker5M
is looking for motivated people to establish a
career in the brokerage business.
OLDE offers:
12-18 month paid training program
Potential six-figure income
Excellent benefits
· If you possess excellent communication skills,
general market knowledge and the desire to
excel, sign up for an on-campus interview on
May 3, 1994 in the Career Center.
If you are unable to arrange an interview call:

1800 937-0606
or send resume to:
OLDE Discount Stockbrokers
National Recruiting
751 Griswold Street
Detroit, MI 48226

~OLDE
DISCOUNT STOCKBROKERS
Member NYSE and SIPC

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Oak 3-Drawer Desk; Excellent Condition; 3 months old; must see. $300 obo.
Call 714-673-4059

Call forprogram description!

Computer, Printer and stand for sale
$300/obo Call 675-8971

FOR RENT
Laguna Hills-2 Lrg BR avail in huge
home, garage, yard w/stable, pets O.K.
laundry/kitch. priv., convenient loc-20
min. to UCI-$450,non-smkr.,714-6430548-Eve.

ROOMMATES
Profession al(F) w/dog, seeks seriou s(F)
student 4-Roommate in Woodbiidge
$400 p/m 4-more call Linda 551-2704

Extras needed for films, TV, and
commercials. Earn up to $200 per
day! No Experience Needed.
Work guaranteed! Call Today.

To share bedrm in large townhouse. All
amenities incl. ClosetoUCI. From$350
per month, call 725-9841

(213) 851-6102

ANNOUNCEMENTS

C~~Ua~

and
Graphic Sel'Yicea

Looking for roomie(s) for 94-95. Call
Millie @ 500-7243 for more.
Graduating soon? Thinking about grad
school? Don't know which tests you
need? Then call The Princeton Review!
Not only do we offer the best in test
prep, we can also help you with your
other grad school admissions questions!
(714) 553-9411.
Advertise in the New University!

VOLUNTEERS
NEEDED

Term Papers
Resumes
Business Letters
Forms
Newsletters

CATCH A JET!
Europe - $269
New York - $129

PT FUN JOB Tues/Thurs MaiVCopy/
Gift shop Br. O.C. Aitport. 955-9171.

~Q1taphicg

· TRAVEL

FOR SALE

Bobb McFerrin ·Tikts. May 7. 8546839 Excellent Seats! Call Kris

Babysitter needed for 2 boys ages 2 & 3.
Part time in my Laguna Hills home.
Mature energetic woman desired for
Spring/Summer/Fall. Can worlc with
school schedule. Call Susan at 581-5761

Earn $50-$250 for yourself plus up t '
$500 for your club! This fundraise
costs nothing and lasts one week. Ca
now and receive a free gift. 1-800-93
0528 ext. 65.

125 Gallon Aquarium-Complete set upMust see-wooden stand included. $400
obo. Call 714-673-4059

Earn $50 in 5 Minutes from your RlJRle
phone 1-800-474-2672 -

AIRHITCH®
1-800-397-1098
3 DAYS & 2 NIGHTS
LUXURY HOTEL ROOM
FOR TWO PEOPLE IN
OVER 100 RESORT
CITIES ·. ONLY $50!!
For detailed information, call
Vacation Invitations at
714-957-3395 A or 854-4679
(ask for "E").

MISCELLANEOUS
We're looking for a 2+ Bdr in NB
sublet for entire summer. 675-6099

t

PERSONALS
Hey Jacks Happy Birthday! Hang iJ
there and have a good one. I know tha
may be difficult because I won't b€
there, but I'll see you this weekendJ
Love, Rhonda
Free Massage-For U.C.I. students liv·
ing in Costa Mesa, Irvine, Lagum
Beach, and Newport Beach. 497-5931

Daisy Chainsaw, Happy Birthday !!
We "love you" more than life itself.
and may the next 20 be as good. new u
to all the saturday night crew. you rul
hey, girl from gonda, I would trave
beyond all horizons for your embrace
Your kiss is worth 1000 million miles

on April 23rd from 8 am3 pm, the City of Costa Mesa

Myrna Todd

Campus Interviews

WANTED
Tutor Wanted to assist 7th grade boy
with homeworlc in English, math &
social studies. Energetic & patient.
Please call Arla 640-0666.

1969 Caprice Classic, blue, 4-door, 350
V-8, A/C, runs great, needs pnt $1200
obo, call Al 856-0386

Secretarial

tt

Babysitter Wanted M-F 3:30-7 :30 for 3
kids ages 4,6,7. References 854-5055
before 9pm. Leave message.

Teacher Aide-part-time afternoons, MF, University Montessori School and in
Irvine-Have fun in the sun and earn
extra money! 854-6030

CASTING
IMMEDIATELY!

United States International University

lrJ

Live-In Child Care Needed in University Hills home for three kids half-time
work in exchange for room, board, car,
perks, small salary. Must by available
MWF, 8-5 beg. Aug. Room free JN &
must speak Eng, love kids, be neat,
organized&flexible. Ref. required. 8545170

7•4·644·0758
Newport Beach
Reasonable Rates
Perfect Work Guaranteed!

will hold its annual
community clean-up at
Canyon Park & Rutgers Drive.
Free food and entertainment
after the event for all registered volunteers. Please
contact Bryan in the City
Manager's Office at 754-5023,
or fax at 556-7508.

SEE YOU THERE!

:·:::::•~·~Q,g:·:~imi~¥:::&20:2~s·:•:·
. :.: •:.•.·.·.: :·,:···::119:~~=:·~~91£~9·: : :·: •:·.:·.•.;·: ·:·

HEY YOU!!!
Pick up an application for:

Off-Campus Housing Advisor (Deadline 4/29)
Peer Mentor Volunteers (Deadline 4/22)
Applications located in 209 Administration,
Cross Cultural Center, & Women's Resource Center.

Hurry now and apply!!!
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Happy Anniversary Crispy! We made
it one year and I hope we make it to
many more. You' re the best anyone
could ever ask for. I love you with all
my heart. Love always, ivory girl with
an attitude. P.S.thanks, I'll have some
wine with that, but I mean every word.

Darah (PMS woman from hell #1), hey,
it's all right, we'll feel better after we
hijack the 31 Flavors truck! -luv, PMS
woman from hell #2), the other Daisy.
Tigger - The Renaissance Faire will be
awesome this weekend! I'm gonna try
archery this time and kick your butt!
Until then, practice r:our Cheesy English accent so we can make the "Pros"
cringe ... love, Piglet.
Mom - This is what I do on sunday
afternoons. Pretty sad, huh? - JCL
April- Thank you for a most interesting
sunday morning. (Now let's see what
the New U staff does with this personal
-JCL.

Becca, If you had wings, you could fly
high above the world. But don't worry
my friend, all things are possible. You
too can have wings - with Maxi. Either
that, or we can sit in the parking lot
again. - luv, Becky.

All New U staffers: Meetings are ~ow
5:30p.m. on Wednesdays. Be there, get
blow-popped and join up ...
Tu-Uyen - Happy Birthda)!.! You are
queen of love, beauty and wisdom.

'll1

OP- Well it's a day early, but you'll
get this late: Happy Birthday. Lokking
fotward to hearing some good news
from up North, so you can head South.
Take care and celebrate, APL.

KMW - Where would I be without
your bed? - PXC.
Suz - Hope the bottle of Merlot was
saucy enough for you ... but let's get
together and wallow a bit more. I need
a bit more self-deprecation! Yu.

Lola & Siren: yo, yo, yo ... Here's to
more weekends like the past one! -luv

Hey Grandma! Shut the hell up and stop
your whining already! I'm so sick to
death of i~ - Your loving grandson.

Meshell & Mary - Pardon me, do you .
have any Grey Poupon 7 it's where you
put your weed man! It was great getting
comfortably numb this weekend! Love,
the tie-die guy with the peace-pipe and
the wine flask!

emanuel- semantics matter little when
our ebb and flow grows lushly verdant.
This course demands speed, dexterity
and reckless abandon in the curves. If
pebbles make mountains so kisses make
me. The river we step in has no twice,
our play becomes tug, the dream we
dance turns material, our supposed to
the settings at the table we sup. Bum my
oice of heat setting with you. cocinero

Zirc.

Becky- That box was too hot for me,
thanks. (I mean, the semi? Too close!)
Same ti.me next week tl:ten, right?

Karen - seen any :whirling dervishes r.;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;-1

JfQR}

lately?- your Roomie.

-r~fJM~:9 .],; ]ii/l( \:()ffE!JRA

S~fiscool. Why? 'Cuzls&d so.
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; HARDw~,-NE'IwoRKING,
'
. PtmLJSHiNGSOFlivARE ·E-MAiL ·GoPHER AND INTERNET
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'
•'DUlttS:
'OOERES'TED·W
GRAPHICS
AND
PtmLISHING
·.·.. ·.
..

., MANAGENETWORK OF MACINTOSHCOMPUTERS

• ThAJN STUDENTS AND STAFF ON PtmLJSHING SOFTWARE

INTERN IN .MAY
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7-10 HOURS PER WEEK

Pick up Application in Hallway next to Room 3110 Gateway Commons

Marketing Assistant

Seemnq sports minded, athletic individual for entry level position

w/ leading edge performance swimwear co. Must possess excellent

Mac. sllills, work in fast paced, hands-on envirorunent & meet strict
deadlines. Outstanding written & phone skills required. High pressure
& excitinq w/ qr-eat benefits. No calls.

Send resume tor
TYR Sport, Inc.

~

PO Box 1950

,

HuntlnQton Bch., CA 9t649
Attn1 David Rosen

The Scripps Research Institute (TSRI) is the
nation's largest private, non-profit biomedical
research organization. TSRI is internationally
recognized for leading research in new and
established biosciences fostering an environment in which collabor,ative work across traditional disciplines is valued.
We seek individuals with experience and/or lab course work in the follow ing areas: Molecular Biology, Immunology and/or Biochemistry, with
emphasis in one or more of the following techniques:
• DNA cloning/sequencing
• Cell/tissue culture

• HPLC
• PCR

• Gel electrophoresis
• Plasmid/protein purification

A TSRI recruiter will be on campus Wednesday, May 4 for on-campus
interviews. Please check with your career services office to schedule an

appointment.

Outstanding flexible benefit program including an on-site child care facility. Please forward your resume to: The Scripps Research Institute, Ref.
UCl/0418/RT, 10666 N. Torrey Pines Road, TPC-11, La Jolla, CA
92037. FAX: 619/554-6668. We value and support diversity in our workforce/ ANEOE.

Haircut Store

MUST HAVE PATIENCE WITH ·THE TICHNICA££V DISADVANTAGED

·1si~
Flaq~·
1111~IM~~~'10!lll1A'
J'4«tt~
Magic Mountain
l~l.'~ FAlt\f S

? ?

s
18 SOI
S16.00! $23.50! sl 1.95

MOVIE TICKETS RUN• IT'S JUST GO EXPERIENCE
ARE ONLY
•
THEFUN!

S4 .2s1

SAVE $2.25
OFF REGULAR
ADMISSION!

SAVE $7.95
OFF REGULAR

ADMISSION!

SAVE $6.45
Ofr REGULAR

ADMISSION!

at:

•

child

SAVE

$8.4S ADULT
$4.00 CHILD

Shampoo Included •No Appointment Necessary.
Valid at this Haircut Store location only :
IRVINE

Satisfaction,
Guaranteed·

4187 Campus Dr.

(Marketplace Shopping Ctr .
across from U.C. Irvine)

,• ......................................................
,
Get the ATTENTION you deserve !! Advertise in the New University !!
•
(714) 509-7595

:··' tJC.'IMiiist·:i~do¢~Jtt£Fhrf n1F2nff:' nij·8v: hffht<l]¢fsliiJt.~ht.: cem~e9p~Jtt~f p Q,~MffirM.rr:
All DISCOUNTSMES SUBJECT' TO_so ··~ TRANSACT10N 'F.El: 'fOR MORE'.:INF.0 2'cA.it856-7S:5.5'
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Send Check to:
New University
University of Califoqlia Irvine
3100 Gateway Commons
Irvine, CA 92717-4250
714/856-4285
Checks payable to: UC Regents
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Name:

---------1 Address:
City/State{ZIP:
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Phone:

Rates:
UCI Student

$1.SO/line

(Student ID#:
Campus/Staff/Faculty: $l.OO/line
Off-Campus:
$4.00/line
Frequency Discounts Availble
DEAD_LINE: Thursday at noon
pnor to run date.

PLEASE PRINT. All capital letters allowed, limited to first two lines and 25 characters per line. All Class Ads must be prepaid. Ads are flush-left, no
centering, no bold. Leave one blank between words and one space for punctuation. No foreign languages (Greek letters okay).

Circle date(s)for ad to run:
Spring Quarter: 4/25, 5/2, 5/9, 5/16, 5/23, 5/30, 6/6

NO REFUNDS - Credit will be issued for cancelled classified ads

Services
Wanted
Roomnlates
Travel

Section to run in (circle one)
Help Wanted
For Rent
Lost & Found
Miscellaneous

For Sale
Announcements
Personals
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NEW UNIVERSITY
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April 18, 1994

